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eorganization
f Union Planned

Theater Group To Present
’World of Carl Sandburg’

No. 64

City Council Hears Report

"The World of Carl Sandburg"
this will be the College Drama
Department’s reader’s theater
presentation for tonight and Saturay at g:15 in the Studio Theater, SD103.
Readers will include senior
drama majors Lee Ruggles and

!lions of earthy folksongs, entitled
"American Sand Bag." He will
also read "Jazz Fantasia" and
to
screen
applicants
been
selected
of
chairman
Bentel,
"Snatch a Slip Horn Jazz," which
Or Dwight
Com- for the union designing job.
A $4.5 million plan to handle stated, "Seventh Street should be , a college convenience but not a
will be backed by Holcomb on the
College Union Planning
The three were chosen from a
traffic and parking in the city of -thandoned between San Fefmando a.ty necessity.’
that the group
trombone.
te, has proposed
Fischer feared the effect the
list of nine prominent architects
The supporting cast will include San Jose until 1985, including the and San Carlos to provide a mom
reorganized under a student submitted by the American InstiMarian Green, Carol Hartman, and permanent closing of Seventh unified campus and to eliminate . -mg would have on business inrepadministration
in the area.
innecessary automobile -pedestrian n, ’u
hairman and
tute of Architecture I AIAL
Bill Pendergrast as solo readers
executive
Street, was presented at a San conflicts."
"People who have Invested
entative acting as an
and Mike Grimes, Jim Ehrenburg,
Carl Gatti), and Dave Simpkins as I Jose City Council and Planning
The 66-page study also said the thousands of dollars in businesses
retarY.
Commission meeting last night.
the ensemble.
closing "will have no effect on in the Phelan anti Tully area did
Dr. Bentel’s sugof
purpose
The
Mrs. Mitchell stressed that somel Although the Council has known downtown San Jose traffic prob- so with an open Seventh Street in
of the corn estion, at a meeting
inof the readings to be presented the results of the Wilbur Smith lems," a fear expressed by City mind," he said.
’nee yesterday, is to establish
Seventh street first was closed
have not yet been published. These. anti Associates report since No- Council members who have opleadership in the
reased student
shortly after the start of the fall
will include -Moditations on Love" vember. no permanent decision has nosed the closing.
ton program.
and ’’Ma at her F:IVIri." Others to be yet been made concerning the
planning
Those council members. Robert semester for a 90-day study. It is
Three California State College
If adopted by the union
presented %Lill be "The People street which bisects the SJS cam- Doerr, Clyde L. Fischer and Mrs. scheduled to be reopened at the
would Trustees made an on-the-scene
up, all its subcommittees
Yes," "Always the Voting StranVirginia Shaffer -at the time of start of the spring semester, unless
co-chaired by student and facul- study of Tower Hall’s future yesgers," "The Machine," ’1’hacagaa
In addition to the permanent the closing stated a variety of to otneil members vote to close it
chairmen, with additional stu- terday, spending their time
on
Poems." "Smoke and Steel," and el, ’sun’ of Seventh Street, plans reasons for their opposition to the rs.rmanently.
nt Winker 1"The Prairie Years," Sandburg’s were also presented to close San harricading of the street section
a campus inspecting the ivy-covered
to
referred
Was
proposaal
The
famous biography on Abraham Antonio Street from the campus
Doerr felt an open S...enth
structure and observing itis rerial subcommittee for study and
Lincoln.
:rotto First Street for the propose... Street would aide the city
Mutation, rtochaired by ASB lation to the campus Master Plan.
Also, the unique work "Be Proud San Antonio Plaza shopping mall ting state officials to cont.,,
college
and
Larsen
The trustees, all members of
res. Steve
if You Want. To" lk ill be read. It airea.
Jose. to work with the city .., -,..the Campus Planning, Buildings
ire -President William Dusel.
is an interpretation of the every,ing present and future traffic probcornprereport,
union
The
Wilbur
Smith
the
;action.
and Grounds Committee, were
In othei
day things, with Sanalhurg seeing
13 months of study, lems near the campus.
ttee voted to pay the expenses Paul Spencer, San Dimas, comA second final exam for all Gertables in ()like’s such as bugs, sented after
At the time Doerr said, "I’m not
candirector
union
Our
mittee chairman; K Guy Warren,
I three M.
snakes,
and
worms.
NOREEN
MRS.
LA BARGE
Seventh man language classes will be given
the
closing
of
against
in.
for
to
SJS
dates to be invited
Hayward; and Albert J. Ruffo, San
Admission with ASH card is
MITCHELL
Street.. I wanted to leave it open during finals in an attempt to de’stews.
Jose.
. . . cast director 50 cents and general is $1.25. All
for the time being to be used in termine a language student’s prvthe
of
out
The money will come
money will go toward the Doroth,
The committee will make a
bargaining. Now we have no bartr -"
ial $230,000 College Union fund recommendation on Tower Hall to Russ Holcomb, along with Luis Faucher Fund, which awards Kio
gaining power."
ccumulated the past 25 years the Board of Trustees at its Valdez and Bill heeler,
each semester to a skillful student
Shaffer, claiming the dos.’ The exam, which is a departMrs.
I.:
reArmy
ROTC
cadets
Directing the cast of 11 will ’ in oral interpretation.
ni special donations.
monthly meeting Jan. 24 in San
’aired awards at the last drill of ing was being done without a mental exam rather than an indiThe committee desires the direc- Francisco after studying reports be Mrs. Noreen La Barge Mitchell,
good reason, said, "Seventh Street Y idual insttia tor exam, will be
r he semester held this week.
or to begin work around July 1 or on the structure’s condition and associate professor of drama.
I csn see
an ne \
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’Mn,’Gary Ogles’ and Arthur flack - is a main arterial and
Adapted
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stage
by
artier this Near.
renovation and replacement costs.
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SJS landmark was constructed, In this weekend’s production. held next week.
The departmental examinations
American Campaigns. Paul Beck.
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lac its recommendations for di’
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Mrs.
guage Department of SJS with
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sist the class instructors to more
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NEW YORK , l’I’l a - Former of language study.
Vice President Richard M. Nixon . The departmental examinations
...did yesterday he still believes his will also be useful as placement
\/\/ ee
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.1I1 students in the German
up a campaign staff
set
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ALL ENGLISH A AND IA CLASSES WILL HAVE THEIR FINAL
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Trustees Visit SJS
To Study Tower

German Classes
Take Two Finals

ROTC Cadets
Receive Awards

En ineers’ Pre-Re
Starts Monday

’Not a Candidate,’
Nixon Claims

inals Hit SJS Campus Next

OFFICIAL FINAL EXAMINATION
FALL 1963-64
SCHEDULE

World Wire

CAL BOOK

50%o

A ..11-clAl I XAMINATION THIS !vEMESTI.R
1141_ +1tW
INAN (APAR
Ai L.
TMENTAL EXAMINATION REOIHRIn
TUDENTS IN
GERMAN CLASSES. IT WILL BE GIVEN THURSDAY,
ANUARY 23,
1.30.3:00.

THINK Yr)! i HAVE 11 RAP’. F va-ly yr.at
orn
finals inlI lanwii4 students land if 1,srel
prebend that even in the "old days- students
had it just as rouih. Finals have been around

lh,y’re here
Int a Intel lime, ond 1 look a
In slay. Above is all arlia.f.% row’ rpfion of what
finals were like when SJS was known as the
San Jose Normal School.

11151,10
11,
411
Nalga’
114
nail he depended upon to accomplish their nuasion"
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Dr. Max Itafferh. California’s iaitsiorktm
..nperintentlent of puldi. rostrio Coal. is in the
news again. this time hilll i IllN 11%Int II/ all "Ill

ii. ’I
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lielief.. :anti is in sithstanee the teaching of Mlle.
lialhii%

If ow t,’a,hu ii

L

as the teaching of atheism. then even the teaching
ui ineience could lie resirieted hy court rulings
that public schools not teach religious beliefs in
their class!. tttttt is.
hat Rafferty seems to Ile ret
litling is
that the textbooks explain the theory of exolution
and hare it up to the inch% idual students to take
it as fact or theory.
This ineellIS Ii. be the flutist reasonable upproaeii t. the problem. but it won’t do inuth lii
resolye the trentur)-old question of I -solution is.
the Creation.
Although Rafferts didn’t offer his personal
opinion of the merits of Darwin’s theories. another
Sill,kesman. a hiolop instructor at the
Unikersit) if San Francisco. a priYate Jesuit
school. said he belieYes that -ekolution is the
creation."’
method
preptaideranee of es itlence behind Daresolrition make it harder and
win’s thetiries
harder to doubt. yet the belief in Cod as the
creator of all Nature is basic to the Christian
belief. And assimilation of these statements would
natural!) lead to the instructor’s statement.
We doubt if the trontrinersy is ill ever be re,olked in some people’s minds. but its good to
see Rafferty anxious to let (.:alifornia’s students
make their own decision on the question- -JA.

Rafferir told newsmen %edriesdirk that he
was planning til l’11,1111111111 tii Ille state lioartl
01 Etlucratiori meeting in Sall Francisco c.sterday
that tatir text larrk- icier to the process if ekolu
IIII I1/ I. bud
tom as a 11,,,ik

I os..Iution can

Fatal Patrols
night

a

pat h,1

night patrols for many years. The only excuse
Ii, neman patrols is economy. We think it is
to jeopardize the likes of officers
had
needle -1k. and WO often sacrifice their likes.
Officl.r Nlanning’s death proyes that point all
oker again. The two earlier Peninsula deaths
should !we been proof enough. We wonder how
much more proof authorities will need before they
take corrective measures.
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Allies Reluctant To Join U.S.
In Cuban Economic Blockade
By PHIL NEWSOM
UPI Foreign Nen,’ Anabst
Since Oct.

19,

ittio.

the United

States has been trying with a
notable lack of success to persuade its Allies to join the economic blockade of Communist
Cuba.

On Oct. 18, 1960, the then
vice president, Richard Nixon,
announced in Miami the United
States would take the strongest
economic measures Ill counter
the "economic banditry" of the
Castro regime. On Oct. 19, the
State Department banned all exports to Cuba except for medical supplies and some food products.
In the intervening years, both
through mom] and economic
pressures, the United States has
sought the cooperation of its
Allies.
The latest response was the
$10 million sale by a British
company of 400 passenger buses
to Cuba, with the prospect of
the sale of 1.000 more in the
furl uric
It v.as our of the largest free
world transactions with Cuba in
recent years.
The British official view was
that
the government had no
power to stop the sale, and that
besides, its policy was to encourage trade wherever possible,
’liar- behind the
ir,cludda

Iron Curtain and to Red China.
Morally, the United States has
asked the cooperation of its Allies on the grounds of Western
and hemispheric unity.
Economically, there have been
other measures.
In February, 1962, President
Kennedy extended the trade embargo to include both imports
and exports.
In October, 1962, a proviso
written into the new foreign aid
law banned aid to countries dealing with the Cuban regime.
Among the NATO Allies, it
specifically hit Greece which
subsequently banned its ships
from Cuban trade.
More recently it came into
play against Spain which was
warned that its expanding economic Mations with Cuba could
endanger

the

$100

million

de-

loan negotiated with
the United States last September.
It could, however, have nu, effect on such major Allies as
Britain, France, Canada and
Japan, nor such other NATO Allies as Norway and Italy, none of
which any longer received US.

velopment

In February of 1963, the United States announced that cargoes financed by the United
States no longer would be ship-

ped on foreign vessels which had
engaged in trade with Cuba.
At that time, carrying oil
from the Soviet Union to Cuba
were tankers from such NATO
Allies as The Netherlands,
France and West Germany.
There were other holes in the
blockade.
Of the $500 million worth of
wheat sold to the Soviet Union
by Canada, $33 million of it
went to Cuba.
The United Nations proceeded
with a $1.2 million five-year program to aid Cuban crop diversificat ion.
France has sold the Cubans
generating equipment. Other Allies have sold the Castnuites
food, minerals, lubricants, chemicaLs and machinery.
What Castro needs most is
dollars. The U.S. blockade and
his own growing dependence on
the barter system of the Communist bloc had cut his freeworld trade by the end of 1962
to an estimated $230 million,
down from more than a billion
in 1959. The end of his troubles
is not in sight.
But so far as the United
States is concerned, its Allies
have let it be known emphatically they will have no part in
plucking the Cuban hot potato
out of the fire and that money
speaks loader than words.

(EDITOR’S NOTE: Few incidents
in history have equaled in audacity
the rescue of Italian dictator Benito
Mussolini from mountaintop prison
in Italy some 20 years ago. The story
of that escapade, led by a young
German SS officer, follows).

United

Press

FRANKFURT

International
UPI

West

Germany’s most larTIOUS spy
chief. Reinhard Glifitav Gehlen,
still is an aWeliOtne man of mystery to most Germans but the
legend of his infallibility in the
cloak and dagger game has been
shaken.
The recent trial of two Gehlen
ailloS on charges .sf being Soviet
spies has damaged the prestige
of one of Europe’s most successful anti-Communist spy -masters.
His Federal Intelligence Agency
. FLAu once commanded unchallenged respect in the West German
parliament.
Now
parliament’s three parties are demand:ng an FIA shakeup.
CIA IN CHARGE
U.S,
Cent ma I
Intelligence
Agency If7.1A1 local headquarters are said to be in the "Little
the giant pre-war
Pentagon"
I. G. F’arben Co. office building
which Allied bombers spared for
post-war use as U.S. Army headquarters here.
The CIA governs most A hied
Intelligence in West Germany
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By WILLIAM F. SI7NDERLAND
Benito MusROME (UPI)
solini looked out the window of
his "prison" in surprise as one
glider after another smashed into the rocky hillside around the
hotel perched high on the Gran
Sasso.
It was two o’clock in the
afternoon of Sept. 12, 1943. And
it probably was one of the most
daring rescues ever made.
First the Italian dictator was
taken to a carabinieri national
police) barracks on the Via
YQuintino Sella in Rome. From
there, during the next month,
he was taken to various
first to the little
"prisons"
island of Ponza, then the island
of Maddalena and finally, inn
Aug. 28, to the hotel high on the
nearly inaccessible Gran Sasso
Mountain (The Great Rock
Mountain) in central Italy.
While Mussolini was being
taken from prison to prison. Hitler had been busy. On July 26,
the day after Mussolini’s at-rest,
the German Fuehier called in
five young officers. The youngest, SS Captain Otto Skorzeny,
was chosen to lead an expedition
to rescue Mussolini.
Skorzeny went immediately to
Italy, hut it took time to find
out where the carefully-hidden
Fascist dictator was being kept.
Finally, it was proven without
doubt that Mussolini was on
the island of Maddalena near
Elba. Skorzeny, with Hitler’s
approval, planned to attack the
island at dawn on Aug. 27.
It didn’t take long for Skorzeny’s men to find out where

was

plotted

terrain without making the Italians
suspicious.
THREE POSSIBILITIES
There were three possible
ways nf attack. A ground attack, a parachute landing or a
glider landing. A ground attack
would take too many men, a
parachute attack was too dangerous with the little ground and
the thin high air.
On Sunday, Sept. 12, at two
o’clock in the afternoon, the
gliders were in the air and in
one of them WEIS an Italian general. Solidi, who Skorzeny hoped
would be able to help rescue
Mussolini without the danger of
bkxxished.
As the gliders cut loose from
their

tow

planes

Berlin.

In

the
the

hornet’s

led

them

rrti()(kly.

in

onto

ground

U.S.

Berlin, behind

in

the

rough,
of

the

as the

glid-

front

Mussolini watched
ers

smashed

into

the

ground

light fabric split open.
Men poured frOM the ruined gliders and General Soleti shouted in
Italian at the Carabinieri troops
guarding the hotel. "Don’t shoot
... don’t shoot!" Mussolini, leaning from his window, shouted the
and

their

same

SS captain, using
the back of one of his men as a
springboanl, leaped to the first
floor terrace of the hotel. He
already had found the radio at
the hotel and destroyed it so no
messages could be sent.
Skorzeny soon arrived at
Mussolini’s room and dashed in.
The

young

threw

Skorzeny
that

my

his

and

arms
said:

friend

"I

Adolf

But

there

still

was

the

is

sector

of

Sasso.

certain

Going

would

have

down

the

meant

fight.

Sa’Mssusolini came out of the
hotel and, before boarding the
plane,

shook

hands

with

the

a departing
honored guest. The staff, as one,
roared "Duet- . . . Duce . . .
Duce
With the three men inside the
plane, Gerlach put on full power.
Twelve men held the plane by
the tail and wings as the power
built up.
At a wave from Gerlach, they
let go and the plane rolled
away. It rose into the air at the
last moment and then dropped
sickeningly over the edge of
the
plate:1U.
Less than 100 feet above the
ground, the plane came out of
the dive and flew away -- towards a short-lived "freedom"
for Mteyaini. He died on
April
29, 1945, al the hands of Italian
pal I isans.
as

if

By STEVE AGOSTA

( :a

Frank Woods, sophomore, business management:
"1 think they should under certain conditions. if:, child is to
be born with a defect, or deformed, an abortion should be allowed.
But not. under a condition such as parents who just don’t wont the
children."
Marjorie Edwards, freshman, homemaking:
"I don’t believe so. If abortions were legalized, I feel they merld
be more of an encouragement. People are more apt to he caret.,
of their actions when abortions are not legalized."
Gary Scheib, freshman, music:
"Yes.

Legalized

abortions would

care of many

of

the un-

wanted babies and probably cut down on welfare, if the state

have to take care of the unwed mothers. If people
children, why should they have to support them?"

didn’t

don’t want the

Elaine Raelc, freshman, general education:
’’Ni.. I think you would be taking a human life. There are other
ways to prevent having a child."
"141111.11P111P: RartrrAEFTTIR1
Nicholas Ling, senior, chemistry:
creole life
"No, I don’t think so. We don’t have the right
Organizayet, so we should not have the right to take lift. ma .5
tions in our society take care of unwanted babies
Ann Inner-n, junior, music:
"Yes, 1 do. They would result in fewer deaths and tragedies.
Women will go to quack doctors, take pills, even harm or kill
themselves anyway without legalized abortions. Not hasing abortions legalized, just makes another field for the crooks to ’made

of

Saundra Cryer, freshman, music:
"No. Because I don’t think they will cut down on tcnI
illegal births. I don’t think it is right to take a life ’

number

David McNeill, senior, mathematics:
"Yes, I think so. Something must be don-e-tri-Wi-t-M7-population
explosion and in many cases families can’t afford to support thee
children. It is better not to have them than to raise children in
poverty."
Lynn Bell, senior, business and industrial management:
"No. It’s morally wrong to take a human life. Federal rind state
governments should set up an agency to take care of illegitimate
children, because statistics show that some people who, for some
reason can’t have children, want to adopt them."

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

;
In
" VA

E. Willi

Classy

r/is’ify
lake

a

PLANE LANDS
Finally, a light plane ---piloted
by a (7ript. Gerlach managed to
land on the plateau of the Gran

staff,

hre!..set,
Blouse?

prob-

lem of getting Mussolini off the

funicular

Legal Abortions?
Should abortion be Ire legalized in ate United ,,irrn,?

thing.

Hitler would not desert me."

nest

Question Man

to

drifted

hotel.

knew

a long, high
red brick wall, is the center of
the nest.
JOKE ON REDS
In 1955, U.S. agents dug a 500yard long tunnel under the East
Berlin border. At the Communist end of the tunnel they tapfxrd
the telephone and telegraph lines
servicing Soviet Army headquarters in Germany. ’rhe tapped
lines poured out a flood of secret
data. Almost a year later the
Red Army stumbled onto the
tunnel. West Berliners still laugh
the Communists iitxmit it
at
and some "Spook’s" little joke.
When the amazed and enraged
Soviets crept into the tunnel,
they found a sign at the point
where it passed under the EastWest border. The sign told the
Russians they were now entering West. Berlin.
West

and

earth, Mussolini looked out the
window of his second-story
apartment. The gliders were to
have landed on what from the
air looked like a triangular field
behind the hotel. But it turned
out tnt be ill!) steep, so Skorzeny

around

putsch there. Recently. French
foes of President Charles de
Gaulle tried to use Munich as a
base of operations.
Although espionage headquarters may operate elsewhere in
Germany,

and

difficult

the

of

details

De Gaulle is moving toward
European

with great hesitation and is apprehensive of how Great Briton’)
entrance into the Common Market would affect French leadership.
For the most part, the prospects of strialued rift in NATO during
this year rests with the success or failure of western leaders Is,
make their peace with De Gaulle.
unity

doing everything possible to find
out

25
of!

attack,

the

photographs

aerial

making

Further,

a first rate power.

They

time.

this

Mussolini

carefully

Gran

and steel office buildings of Cologne, Hamburg and Dusseldorf
are the unmarked offices of
Gehlen’s phantom corps of 5,000
agents whose network shoots out
to the Soviet Ural Mountains
and to Communist China.
But the nerve center is in
Munich.
The Bavarian capital has political intrigue in its blood. Adolf
Hitler made his famed beerhall

President

the
dissatisfaction over
the im 1
cations and intentions of the United States in the Organizatri,’.
tends to blunt the effectiveness of European nations in
their long.
range opposition to Communist designs,
President Johnson’has hinted at a strong new approttett
to the
NATO Problem by implicating that Europeans must be responsible
Ion the bulk of policies for Europe’s future.
Early Administration discussion seems to alter the
Ametiean
stand in NATO from one of direct leadership and guidance to
one
the
shift
actuality
of
In
emphasis will be au, on
of partnership.
the distribution of repsonsibility than on say-so. However, mean.
ing behind the seemingly insignificant gesture points to t’s. ,,n.
couragement of a compatible European political COMMiinity. if
community.
ret aln its influence in the political future
will ty.
a "ifieder
The U
and
defense of Europe. The stir created by hints of U.S. IIiillletiOri
i,1
armed forces in Europe showed clearly the European reliance on the
United States. Western Europe resents being dictattsl 10 yet con.
for fuller
lliermpl:,;Stan. cot rpl
ioticmaetntnss.
grasps
stan
as
of the new approach
One of Ptshe mos
seems to place the responsibility for dealing with Chitties de
Gawk,
directly on the shoulder’s of European leaders.
The United States is forcing emphasis on the reality that
white
Europe’s interests are entangled with American interests, EurupeR
best interests must be directly her own.
Difficulties with President De Gaulle stem from his very, very
pro-French attitute. He does not want France to lose her national
identity. In keeping with French independence, De Gaulle figures
that sovereign defense capabilitiy coincides directly with standing as

II Duce Rescue
Daring Venture

Spying Routine, in Germany
and it reaches out in many directions.
Within a lion’s roar of Frankfurt’s famed zoo is a drab brick
humn - of - the - century building
whose occupants specialize in
sneaking into the Soviet Union.
The building houses the National
Alliance of Russian Solidarists
NTS I. a nervous hut spirited
band of ex -Soviet citizens. including Red Army deserters. It
also includes at least one former
assassin of the Soviet KGB espionage organization who came
to kill the N’TS chief but defected instead.
Six miles outside Frankfurt,
in the green foothills of the Taumos Mountains, is another cloak
and dagger center, the U.S.
Army’s Camp King.
The military intelligence post
serves as the center for interrogating defectors from Communism. A recent guest in the
well-s,niarded
base was Maj.
Ryszard Obacz, the Polish air

into

obscure. However,

Mussolini

RICHARD, II. tilltOWALD

Footsie. Editor
Incorporated

continuing plea for strengthened
All’antic
"’II
and Pacific partnerships and alliances.
In face of immediately pressing problems, the c cern y
renovating the slowly disintegrating NATO alliance see ms onsornewiL’i

Cloak and Dagger Game
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address this week was the
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LA. Honor Society ’Vertigo’ Featured
’Initiation Tonight At Friday Flicks

officers were elected at
a recent meeting of the Women’s
Recreation Association
1WRA

Twenty new members will he
initiated into Epsilon Pi Tau, industrial arts honorary society, at
6 tonight in the campus chapel. An
initiation banquet will follow in
the Spartan Cafeteria at 7:15.
The initiates ale Fred Abitia,
Billy Allgood, Robert Ba ’COM b,
Dean Chowewhill, Keith Christie.
John Deal, Bill Dymond, Robert
F’risbey, Richard Graves, William
hand, Thomas Higgins, Fran k
Johnson, Denny Kirkpatrick, Donald McCarthy, Merle Nunes, Carl
Petersen, Robert Thompson, Gregory Graham, Scott Munroe, Harry
F’redrickson, Ronald Lowe, and
.lames Mack.

being takin in India. ’Hwy ffin.
then sent to Dr. Ishikawi
home. 111,.,,*
will he installed in Feb.
After asking Bob, by letter, if it
airy.
would be all right to submit sOino
New officers are: Sue l-/eVries,
Slides 1,, the (Niftiest. Dr. Ishikawa
selected two. (na, won the Grand [’pendent;
Angelica
Fischinger,
Prize in Color in the magazine’s ice president;
Sally Beekner,
World Travel Photo Contest. The
treasurer; Nikie Marculhseu, corprize is a round-trip ticket to
responding secretary; Ruth KnipTokyo.
p’’,
rer’iniling
secretary;
and
Robert Ishikav. a. 26. is now 1:.dby
Mu ’arty, recorder of points.
ii a Iwo -year Peace (7orps assign The pmit ion ot publicity chair:omit in Intl:.
II,’ lakes the teeman is still open. Cotsis interest.p.ii
time fop SIMed in tilling the position may con,!,1
11)11Iii
i
‘ him ideas later
.et Karen Marmie or Millicent
Ian art,
Stream in the Women’s Gym.
says of his Peace Corps exTuesday is the final day to sign
,i.,pience in his letters home, "It up
for the annual conference of
His been the most wonderful ex- the
Pacific Southwest Regional
pipience of my life."
Athletic and Recreation Federaffe will be through with the tion for College Women. WRA
,rps in June, and plans to come participants may sign up on the
Ii ma’ by slow stages, visiting the WRA bulletin board in the Worn.
1 of Southeast Asia. He has ’ii
Gym.
’at1.11
his winning ticket to his
sister. Carol Lee-, 20, ;in art stu’lent here.
Meanwhile,
Dr.
bowing the mope than
relatives and friends a lm
ked to see them.

James Stewart, Kim Novak and
Barbara Bel Geddes star in tonight’s feature of the Friday
Flicks, "Vertigo."
The movie, preceded by a cartoon, will be shown at 7 and 9:30
p.m. in TH55. Admission is 35
cents.

Pre-Reg for Art Grads
All st.,.:
militating in June
or August ol
year, and who
need Art I:16, may pre-register in
any of the Elementary Education
offices (Ed. 204, 219, or 304) next
Tuesday and Wednesday.
The pre-registration is for Art
13C only.

ANNtll NI 1\1;

GRAND OPENING
Mon

Jan. 13

Peanut’s Sandwich Shop

Senior To Receive
High Grade Prize

mit’

CP %HT %*s; DAILY-3

(across from Centenial Hall)

,,c7ree

coffee, cokes, doughnuts and surprises

Fern Strawn, senior English major, will leecive books worth $25

Students Urged
To Clear Status
Before Term End

Ski rts
Capri
Car Coats

C

ec

age

I e

1:Y 4-7629

I Antrum

havi ng the highest overall

:Late

point average

during her

r,

§rizt’s#oe Asir(

four years of college at the
Key Club luncheon meeting noon
lay in Cafeteria Rooms A and B.

Miss Strawn, to he graduated in
has received all A’s, except,iii, two B’s, during 135 units of
Ilef
thf.
tI9111 to in lisise all holt-.
c-tinst college work.
Miss Strawn and 14 other sturistra1,w
111;ly
ISO dents will he initiated into the Key
Club: Janice Adams, Mary Ann
tir.H,
III
)ffief.,
ill ’I;
11,! rim-, may Ix. Coyle, George Deitz, Ronalee Depm,il al Timthe los, Jean Dunnington, Ruth Ellis,
!Hilary 1-efor e t kr- cdld ,1t. the tid-rn. Patricia Hearney, Maydene Jenks,
Eugenia Long, Audrey Marley,
Bulimia Read, Rainer Schulz, Natasha Wist and Ray Young.
GOOD LUCK
The Key Club is an honorary
LINDA MURPHY
,iiiety consisting of liberal arts
Gamma Phi Beta
,alents with high grade point avDSP Dream Girl Finalists
,1;ISTS. The group is sponsored by
Phi Beta Kappa, faculty club.
111.12Pd

I

Fir

\J EIMIA

t ,t

..1. [’pies

552 S. Bascom

CY 5-1238

4su S

AtiVy
isl

SI.

CY

4-5644

SURFTIDE 77

Fedrico Fellini’s

- Students $OO

SARATOGA
5a02 BIG BASIN WAY

UN 7-3026

"THE CONJUGAL BED"
"TOO BAD SHE’S BAD"
Sophia Loren
tuDENTS

TO LEAVE PADThe massive Air Force Titan II rocket, pictured
above on a trial flight, is scheduled to launch a giant missile
from Cape Kennedy, Fla., today.

Y 7TOWNE‘3060
7 &

Parapsych Club
Elects Officers
For Spring

IttST Bou&141A CAR WtTsi 51AliklAW
DAILy CLAS5ifiEbS

New

c::.

semester

it

for
the

the

9:30

’

P.M.

"PLEASE NOT NOW"
Brigitte Bardof

e

"THE WIND CANNOT READ"
Students .$1.00

&Imo and Almaden Rd
"FUN IN ACAPULCO"
"COMMANCHEROS"
"BACHELOR IN PARADISE"

spring

Parapsychology

Club are Melanie Nlikelson, president; Ted Waldo, vice president:
Emela

Ginden.

secretary,

gtoui

’STUDIO

and

James Foster, publicity.
Dr. Frederick Dommeyer, heel
of the Philosophy Department
is the clubs’ sponsor.

ampui

$1.00

1st & San Salvador

CV 2-6778

"THE CARDINAL"

TROPICA1RE
1969 Alum Rock Ave.
north screen
"TAKE HER SHE’S MINE"
"NOTORIOUS LANDLADY"
south Screen
"BATTLE OF THE WORLD"
"ATOMIC AGE VAMPIRE"

fide

:ZS
tti
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Covenant Church:

Spartan Tri-C

Canterbury
Tales

Coe & Riverside

Services
Covenant Collegians meet at 9:45

3rd & San Antonio

Ep,scopalians at San Jose State

9:45 a.m. Seminar. Dick Griffith
5:45 p.m. ’Ini-C Fellow4lip Ilour

Topic: Christian Problems
Speaker: Mac Martinez
College Fellowship
Services

8:15 p.m.

CHANGE OF MENU

11:00 a.m.; 7:00 p.m.

Pastor Arvid Carlson, D.D.

WESTMINSTER
PRESBYTER IAN
CHURCH
The Alameda
at Shasta
294-7447

6

Hanchett

Sunday, 940

The Campus Religious Guide is
published emekly to pros imle information of religious sPrvices to
SJS community. Meeting dates
and times for these otn;anizations
may Ix, found in Spartaguide or
ekewhere in the pap(’r, all week.

0.111.

and Prospect

VISIT THE CAMPUS RELIGIOUS
ORGANIZATION OF YOUR CHOICE

the downtown church
catering to the college community

The Catholic Student Center

*Sunday Morning Services:
8:15, 9:30 and 11:00

The Newman Club Wishes To All
A Joyous Holiday Season

Ch! istmas Midnight SereneDec. 24 at 11.30 p.m.
R. FIdlier. Dlr. of Music
.VeVoil

4,

Grace Baptist Church
484 East San Fernando
George "Shorts" Collins
Baptist College Chaplain

John M. Merl
Pastor

CENTRAL CHURCH
OF CHRIST

7:00 Program will feature the Rev
Hugh Hardin, Pastor of Grace
Methodist Church. Saratoga. He
will talk about The Church in the
Modern World

79 S. Stn
CY 5-9638

St. Paul’s

First

10th at San Salvador
11,00 a.m.
James Etheredge.
Minister

Santa Clara & Sits
430 & 11:10 cm
Donald A Goths.
hIt rastor

All are ueleame

Evangel Bible
Book Store
Store
for

Your

Schedule of Services:
Woriihip (Ioum

NEWMAN CLUB

Student Center
374 So. 3rd St.

N. Ittrits, Vicar

Sunday, January 12

SUNDAY

The new

(Missouri Synod)
and

A. J. Brommer. Paster
E12-5404

J. Benton White,
Campus Minister

in So. Second St., San Jose

Clarence R. Sands, D.D., Pastor

First Immanuel Lutheran

2 blocks from school

6:00 Supper; 640 meeting

441 South 10th
Street

Picture for La Torre to be taken at
6:20 p.m.

Morning Worship
8:30 & 11:00 a.m.
College "Seminar"
9:45 a.m.
Tri-C Club
5.45 p.m.

Special Holiday Greetings commemorating the birth of Christ from the
Catholic Information Center. Let’s put Christ in Christmas! Drop in and
bring your Catholic and non-Catholic friends. 91 E. San Antonio Street,

Worship
8:30:
11,00 o.m ; 7:00 p.m.
1rsportation leaves from 7111
and San Fernando
9,20 a.m
’rid 530 p.m.

First Baptist Church

292-4124

Solemn High Midnight Mass
Christmas Day Masses 6-7-8-9.10 (High) -11:1 5-12:1 5
No Evening Mass on Christmas
After Noon Mass
New Year’s Eve
Tuesday. Dec. 24 from noon ’till 1 p.m.
Christmas Confessions

5:45 p.m.
P., tt,.i Dosker of
/AI tIr.rinon Staff

(Method st Student
Center)

Worship Sunday
for the complete collegiate experience
worship this Sunday at

55 W. San Fernando

What is distinctive in my faith?
Student Panel: Helga Becker,
Linda Malafa, Ewald Stadler,
Perry Singh Walia.

Roger Williams Fellowship

"Assist at Mass"

A

47

TRINITY CHURCH, 81 No, 2nd St.
at 5 p.m.

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH SERVICES
8:30, 11:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.

ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC CHURCH

John Knox
Campus & Career
Fellowship
113i

Religious News

People at Trinity Church sometimes
complain that they don’t see enough
of our college people, SO this week
we have a special invitation to the
annual meeting Sunday evening et 5.
(Nothing doing at the Center this
time ). Special break on dinner for
Canterbury: No I. D. necessary; just
look like a student.

Wesley
Foundation

Sunday, January 12
Topic: Living Religions
Hinduism. Islam

Fr. Cyril Leach, Chaplin
,t0.4,41f.4,4

Bible Study flame
Evening Warhhip

WEDNESDAY

8.30
10:45
9:45
7:00

a.m.
a.m.
cm.
p.m

7:30 p.m.

SPECIAL CLASSES
FOR COLLEGE STUDENTS

INTERYARSITY SUPPLIES
RELIGIOUS RECORDS
BIBLES
PRAYER BOOKS
RELIGIOUS

GIFTS

292 2351 ,s*
ZFt
Sundays at 9:45 a.m.
fo, a
4
Holy ChrstrnaS
81 North Eighth St.
Minister.. Paul Illry
’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’
2nd St
160 w
Happy and

96 S
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Pianist Appears Monday
Eugene Istomin, famed Amerlean pianist, will appear in San
Jose for the first time Monday
night at 815 in the Civic AudiI Minn). He will be sponsored by
the Sparbin Programs t’ornmittee.
The well-known musician will
open his progiam with "Sonata
in A major" by Haydn followed
lmprompby Sehubert’s

lus, Op, 911, in t; flat and k: flat
major."

GOOD LUCK
LYNN THOMSON
DSP Dream Girl Finalists
EUGENE ISTOMIN
"...VetWeit’eSetWreeS,W140605061504.11010.104.14545441001401541010416,

FOLK
Guitars -Banjos -Lessons

RENT TO LEARN
BENNER MUSIC
CT 7-7417
1884 W. Sae Carlos
*reSe1-4-ek210ZW.450505.405"..501,501,5AlhWA0,14‘...We."

San Jose
SKI
HEADQUARTER

OCai -,--geicloscofie
By KAI SIMMS

Also on the program will be
Beethoven’s "Sonata in C major,
Op. 53" and stravinsky’s "Sonata in Three Movements."
Concluding the recital will be
the following three works: Chopin’s "Scherzo in It minor, Op.
20" and "Nocturne in F major.
Op. 15, No. 1," and Polonaise’s
"A flat major, Op. 53."
Istomin, in his mid -30s, is a I ready a sereran of the concert
stage. He began his career in
1943 as winner of the Youth Contest of the Philadelphia orchestra. He later debuted in Carnegie Hall with the New York
Philharmonic as winner of the
Leventritt Prize.
The performance is free to
ASB card -holders and faculty
members. The general admission
for others is $1.50. Tickets are
available at the Student Affairs
Business Office, Bl.
Students and faculty will be
admitted to the Auditorium until
8 p.m. After this time, the general public will be allowed admittance.

Pledges of Alpha Omicron Pi
Sorority and Phi Sigma Kappa
Fraternity will combine efforts
tomorrow at their car wash.
The car wash will he held at
Fourth and San Carlos Streets
at the Spartan Texaco Station
from 11 a.m. to 3:30 p.m.
WELCOME MATT
A proud papa is Ron DeMonner, end on the football team.
Ron’s wife Penny presented him
with a 7 lb. 8 oz. boy, just before
Christmas at Santa Clara County
Hospital. The youngster was
named Matthew Joseph.

Pi

’ 11111111111111111111111M1=1111111

GET YOUR MONEY’S WORTH
When mealtime comes, visit the Main Street 114 Bran
for a well prepared dinner at a price that will stilt
any budget.

...the serious shcp for serious skiers. We know
skiing. We specialize in the best of everything you
need ...skis, poles, bindings, boots,
apparel.., and in matching equipment to your individual style and
skill. Buying or renting, ask for our
advice...and rely on ourexperience.
HEAD

Choice of:
FOUR ENTREES and
20 SALADS

All you can eaf for . ......

$150

MAIN STREET J/0/e,...

FREE
Warren Killer Ski movies Thursday and Friday night at 700

COPE AND McPHETERS

29 SOUTH FIRST ST.

293-2011

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA

2931 El Camino

Not one, not two, but
eight stores buy your texts
at
CAL BOOK
(LOCATED IN 3 WESTERN STATES)
--WHICH MEANS

Booksthat are rejected at other bookstores
will get top prices if they are in use elsewhere in the United States.
50To of New Book Price
Plus
10%o Extra Bonus
OPEN

FREE

FINALS

7:15 A.M. - 7:1 5 P.M.

PARKING

JAN. 16- JAN. 24

CALIFORNIA BOOK COMPANY
134 S. SAN FERNANDO

hall?
This

Society Editor

ADPi, Phi Sigs
Slate Car Wash

PLAYS(top photo) I. to r. Ann
Morris and Marian Stave rehearse a scene in "The Stronger" by August Strindberg,
which will be presented Sunday
afternoon in the College Theater. This will be one of the
three-act plays to be presented
at 3:30 p.m. by an advanced
Drama Department acting class,
which is taught by Dr. Jack
Neeson, associate professor of
drama. (bottom photo) I. to r.,
Jack Stockdale and Bob Franklin, do a last-minute polish -up
on a scene from "Aunt Charlotte’s Maid," another of the
three plays to be given. The
production is a gentle ridicule
of 19th century social conventions that tells what happens
when "one familiarizes himself
with one’s servant." The third
play will be "The Lessons" by
Eugene lonesco.

Eric
Peterson*
says...
!College Men need
Specialist to help them get the most
for their Insurance dollars. That’s
because college men’s Insurance
requirements differ from those of
non -college men.
I specialize In life Insurance for
college men, with College LIfe’s
famous policy, THE BENEFACTOR, designed expressly for
college men. And since college
men are preferred risks, The
Benefactor Is priced to sell exclusively to college men, Like to
know more? Cell me. No obligation, of course.,/

This evening, and six days before finals begin, liaten
tiers and their dates will, gather for one of the hi,’
r’"
r
plls
nized functions before the new semester.
The 9 p.m. to 1 a.m. event, sponsored by IFC, will IN’ 11111
,1,
Empire Room of the Ste. Claire !Iola As a part oAl thp
program past and present fraternity queens skill be present:
Outgoing IFC President Howie Ree.d will introd
cessor, Bill !Jolley, and the new cabinet.
Sal Carson and his band will provide music for Ow .4.
111141,N
event. tsetnoc505
lows; TO CROWN DREAM 1:11t1,
One of five finalists in the 1964 Delta Sigma Phi
Dream Cio
will be crowned tomorrow evening at the DSP
Curs,h,04
Ball QhLelektimatasIptiin
einteryanC:lieubp.
eli-gpiin,
nerantsadiancClioa
Alpha (6nitynn
Lynn Thomson, Grant Hall; Linda Murphy, Gfitama phi
Jeanne Baarts, Kappa Kappa Gamma; and Barbara Clark
Delii
Gamma.
Crowning the new queen will be Janie Wintei et Chi tirno4
current DSP Dream Girl.
A NEW ROLE
Jerry Area, Spartan Daily editor, will relimplish his rqie
editor-in-chief and resume presidential duties of Delta Sim,
fraternity. Bob Stein will aid him us vice president with Bit
Cormack as secretary and Tom Hawker taking over a treasum
PINNINGH
Gale Carstens, senior secretarial science major f,,rn sanjo4
to Fred Gschweng, Theta Xi, senior chern),I17.
fr(Jm
Kathy Patten, Chi Omega,
freshman English major from
Alameda, to Dick Hirdeman,
MAR IANO
Sigma Alpha Epsilon, senior
CORDO1A
major
business management
from Whittier.
Ginny Gaffga, Kappa Delta
ITEACHER CI
University of California sophomore economics major from
FLAMENCO
Long Beach, to Dave Distad,
GUITAR
Sigma (’hi, senior accounting
Phone
major from Torrance.
297.9483
Jan Barnett, junior math ma252 Spence- Ave.
jor attending University of CaliSon Jose
fornia at Santa Barbara, from
San Jose to Kent Winslow, Sigma Chi, junior aeronautics major aLso from San Jose.
Kathy Cox, junior elementary
education major from Woodside,
to George Bairns, sophomore
drama major at San Mateo Junior College from San Bruno.
Denise Garassino, sophomore
education major Irian Menlo
Park, to John Beckrest, sophomore nuclear chemistry major
from San Jose.
Rene Berkman, Delta Beta
Sigma, sophomore education major from Santa Clara, to Shel
Izsak, Sigma Alpha Mu, senior
marketing major also from San
Mateo.
Susie Eisenberg, Delta Phi Epsilon, sophomore English major
at the University of California,
Berkeley, from San Mateo, to
Steve Weiner, Sigma Alpha Mu.
sophomore marketing m a jo r
from San Francisco.
ENG/VIEW:NTS
Nancy Gould, sophomore English major from Santa Clara, to
CONNECTICUT
Paul Lamed, Theta Xi, senior
industrial management major
MUTUAL LIFE
from Pleasanton. No wedding
Suite /11
1671 The Alameda
date has been set.
294.5660
Shirley Sorensen, Chi Omega,
llolerf T. Hock* CL U General 101
senior elementary edircat
(Continued on Page 5)

1060 Hack Ave.
Campbell, Calif.
Tel.: 378-0218
representing
THE COLLEGE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
OF AMERICA
. . the un/y Company selling
effclustrety to Col/eye Men
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SWEATER VESTS
Stolen from the Men
A.

*ERIC PETERSON

Mac
By F

B.
C.

A wool button front vest by Helen Harper.
Perfect for all sportswear. Oxford gray.
This mohair V-neck slipon vest is perfect for
clothes and sportswear. Pink and powder blue
This shaker knit, horseshoe neck vest would
accent any outfit. Red and black.
All come in sizes 5 -M -L

Select yours
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Magic Performed
By Former Student

College To Present Puccini Operas
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’SCHICCHI. David McClellan (lower left), playing the title
role, rehearses a scene in Puccini’s comedy with William Purkiss. Other players are seen in
the backgrounu, waiting for the
star to die.

Sulex, Inc

Pug, (.1 AINIAN

245.741)0
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Student Bowling

HER Cf

I.

BILLIARDS PARLOR
Pool-SnookerS1.00

per hour

16 Clean Alleys

Downtown Bowl
375 W. Santa Clara St.

294-7800

STENOTYPE
(Machine Shorthand)

)II

FREE DEMONSTRATION
6:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.
January 13, 1964
BEGINNING THEORY CLASSES
Monday & Wednesday
6:30 - 9:00
ADVANCED CLASSES
Tuesday & Thursday
EVENING DIVISION OFFERS:
Accounting I & II
English for Business
Programmed Business Mathematics
Gregg Shorthand, Intensive
Gregg Shorthand, Dictation
Typewriting
Beginning & Advanced

.UT
FE

College of Commerce
2115 The Alameda

241-2979

CB -72
(2 MODELS AVAILABLE)

HONDA
HAWK
250m

Kai-Leidoscope Cont.
Ii,iuii rage II

.11
.]!1(..t. major from
Ii) Len Peterson, commer1 ieller at Wells Fargo Bank,
San Jose, ii’. ass San Jose. The
vuuple will exchange VOWS. June
:2(1.

BRYANT & STRATTON

fa,

"ANGELICA"I. to r., Sharon Gilbert, playing the title role of
Sister Argelica, pleads with Jennifer Chase, who plays the
Princess. This is a scene from one of the two operas to be presented by the College Workshop, 8:15 tonight and Saturday
in Concert Hall.

it ntinii,-41

REGISTERJanuary 13, 1964

Jerri Paul. Alpha Omicron Pi.
’’’ifursuire home-mak ing-etlia-ar ion maim. from Glendale to
Itt.an Tajlor, sophomore Lien,udillietil engineering major at
:11p.ily from La Crescent a.
Barbara Madsen. Alpha 0:Ili/Ton Pi, senior elementary eduiition major from San Carlos,
(*het Woodward
presently
Amerkan Home

25 hp

HONDA
SUPER HAWK
305cc 27 hp

COLORS
BLACK
BLUE
RED

-----------------------------------------------

Shape Up!
Have your hair
frimed today.

SOcc

.

5 hp

.98
.91

$15.09 Per Month

uIiiiIriiI

-----------------------------------------OPEN THURS. NIGHT
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HONDA
SALES

1401 W. San Carlos St

One of the notions
oldest and largest
Hondo dealer.

SERVICE

PARTS
295-7295

HOURS: 8 to 5:30 Monday thru Saturday

Interior Designers
Schedule SF Trip
The N..
term, r
ter C0111I majors, sill ’
fur this, sent.,I !
the dal.
Jackson ST:
niture Nlart,
disco. The trip
bers a chance to
their field and -.
innovations i
Those mewls attend the trip .1,
Cdrol Nionsteatit
rt rutty, at

I
.iti :’

Priced

while you consume a delicious
PiZZt/

Supreme

... our Pizza Supreme is available

any day or night

S.4

177
llitii ltit.

292-1

Willow Glen
Beauty College

International Restanrant

1045 Willow Street

Tropicana Shopping Center

Son Jose

King and Story Roads

DSP Ore,,, Girt Finalists
.051104101411,~1011~AP14111%*

Women’s Approved Apa,tments
011

1.1*illerIlity 11/%1

OFFERS YOU
1:200 sq. ft.
Dressing room
Garbage disposals
Bed spreads

Radiant heat
. Wardrobe closets
Dish master
. Colorful furniture

Only $210 Spring Semester
call CY 7-1814

\\
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Visit the Gas Lite for Fun

SAN CARLOS of MARKET STS.

CY 5.2626

Jung Was Worried about the Future, Too
If it (Protestantism) keeps on disintegrating as a church,
it succeeds in depriving man of all his spiritual safeguards and
means of defense against the immediate experience of the
forces waiting for liberation in the unconscious mind. Look a+
all the incredible savagery going on in our so-called civilized
world, all of which is derived from human beings, and their
mental condition! Look at the devilish means of destruction!
They are invented by perfectly harmless gentlemen, reasonable, respectable citizens, being all we hope to be. And when
the whole thing blows up and causes an incredible inferno of
devastation, nobody seems to be responsible . .. As nobody
is capable of recognizing where and how he himself is possessed and unconscio..is, one simply projects one’s own condition upon the neighbor." (Carl Jung, Psychology and Religion, 1938)
Jung himself never became a Christian. Like so many
highly educated men he felt God could be explained away.
He attributed the religious symbols ,..’nich he found in the
dreams of his patients to the "collective unconscious." However, Jung was certainly aware of the forces of evil in the
world. Perhaps you’ve sensed them, too. The spiritually -regenerated Christian knows all too well that he lives in a dying
world. He is aware of powerful evil forces at work in his own
life in addition to the great guiding light of Christ which he
has received. If you are worried about the future, as Jung was,
there is good news. You can have the inner peace and joy of
salvation, and then proceed actively to do something about
evil in the world by joining in with other Christians in their
daily warfare.

FOLK MUSIC

$25.43 DOWN

Alpha Omicorn Pi

EDWIN DUNNING
.. to conduct operas

Banquet Facilities 5 to 700

Come on down Friday
and Saturday nights
and enjoy exciting

4 CYCLE 0.14.C. TWIN CYLINDER
ELECTRIC STARTER 4 SPEED TRANSMISSION
Ise. CRANK
DUAL CARSURETORS

C100
HONDA "50"

ill,ited
1til II,’
Arip.n.1 tnisersits’, affiliated with
Delia
Theta. and is from Redwirod
City. is Fel,. I. 1961 wedding is
slated.
Martha Spicer, Alpha Omicron
Pi. junior dietetics major from
Olinda, to Richard Lewis, presently employed by Penn Mutual
Life Insurance Co. in Oakland.
Fie is originall:v from In
Penn., %% hen’ hi. attended l’enn
State. .1 Mush 7 weikling is
planmsl.
Sharon Jennings, Delta Zeta,
junior speech and drama maj,,tr
from Fremont. to James Reese,
senior industrial management
major from San Jose. The couple
will exchange vows Feb, N.
Marilyn biushin, junior education major from San Carlos,
to Art Miller. ,enior hinIngical
science majnr from Redwoo.1
Cus.
Aistilint: date has been
ann., flev.
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CUSHMAN VESPA
SALES AND SERVICE
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Phone 258-8474
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"Put on the whole armour which God provides, so that
you may be able to stand firm against the devices of the
devil. For our fight is not against human foes, but against
cosmic powers, against the authorities and potentates of this
dark world, against the superhuman forces of evil, in the
heavens. Therefore, take up God’s armour; then you will be
able to stand your ground when things are at their worst, to
complete every task and still to stand. Stand firm I say.
Buckle on the belt of truth, for coat of mail put on integrity;
let the shoes on your feet be the gospel of peace to give you
firm footing: and with all these take up the grna+ shield of
faith, with which to quench all the flaming arrows of the evil
one. Take salvation for helmet; for sword take that which the
Spirit gives you the words that come from God. "Eph. 6:10I 7 NE
Would you like to be joined with Christ today/
Box 11791 Pa,o Alto

Chico State Eyes Revenge
In Match With Spartans

Friday. January 10. 1964

ISSPARTUN

Southland Trip

Cagers Debut Tonight
sir!

Its 0..11

: 11:5-

II :it

t,

F7crh Oc;:cha
Meeting Monday

is.th the games." said Inman.
I’d ’iv soot happy for a ’split’ on
ir.p. ;is both clubs are very
on their home courts."
thir.g that Ionian feels may
Toniszlit’is San Jose state Is iskethall game from
Los Angeles will be broadcast
oN1.1. nalro KEP:N
(1370). Bob
Blum ss:II he (loin; the play-pia:, starting at 8 lo’clock.
Tomorrow% night’s SJS-Pepperdin, game will not he aired.

be on the Spartans side in at least
,!ie of the games is potential.
None of our 11 games this year
,
hire been great efforts. Our best
team
minutes was in the second
in. in 40
Pssrtland game.
"We like to think that were
Pensin to play much better in the

c!
win ’
horn..
a V.,..JS
w e

t
yee 1

r

th:s
do’ for -two points in the Spartans’ 75-41
,-; MIS break. This was possibly Gugat’s last
c: of -in:: year for San Jose, as the junior has
--cl may be lost for the season,

, re, V.M,WWWIII

"C7-

1119MIMIN

WilNwelI

Raxoli’s big
COST OF LIVING"
sale
NOME cosmetics

PRICE
.!onuary 13-17

At

William

Phone 292-5502

2110PS AND GRADUATES:
with people, if you want challenging
If you Ir
a variety of experience to be
assignm, (ers; if you want an opportunity
found
-- then chances are the State
to or
,
-Ior you as Employment Security
Govrnro, .
C:c.prirn-mt of Employmnt.
Good starting salaries and steady advancement for
younri me.n & women who are now completing college.
Wti 1 I

GET COMPLETE INFORMATION
FPLICATION FORMS
FROM YOUR P1 ./CEMENT OFFICE
AND MAIL
LEFORE
JANUARY 17. 1964

’near future. The team is confident
of its ability so both games this
weekend should then be very
close." Inman prophesized.
Willi eh
the Spartans
outlasted 68-63 In the first round
of the KVA( tourney., has a
I-0 conference record. nudging
Poppet-dine 78-76 Last Saturday,
San Jose tripped San FraiwIsco
State 62-49 the same night.
John Arndt. iii his third year
STU INMAN
at Loyola, has a "quick -hitting
. . . "we’re ready"
tearn." according to Inman. "Loyola really likes to use the fast "1.11 Ilia will definitely he near
break. They only need a minimum the top of the WCAC this year."
of time to get a shot off," Inman
San Jose drew with Loyola last
emphasized.
year winning at home 62-52, but
Inman. now in his fourth year losing down south 56-48. On the
at San Jose and coming off a 14-10
second half of that road trip, the
record last season, rates the LoySpartans fell before Pepperdine
ola contest as "one of the three
80-63.
’ toughest WCAC games we’ll play
Pepperdine, coached by Robert
this year."
L. "Duck" Dowell, is having its
The Spartan.’ five -point vic- share of problems this year, The
tory over the Lions in the WCAC Waves are nursing a 3-5 record.
musn’t be magnified. Loyola but could be on the upswing folheld a 11-32 halftime had and It lowing their close defeat to Loywasn’t until the final minute of ola.
play that the struggling SpartLoyola held a 78-70 lead, but
ans were able to catch the Lions the Waves scored six points in the
and go ahead.
last minute to almost upset the
The Lions, with a 6-4 season , Lions. "Up until Saturday, Loyola
record, sometimes play as many was at least 15 points better than
as four men away from the basket. Pepperdine," Inman declared. "We
By this system they leave a path can expect a similar battle this
open for possible layups, which weekend."
they try to initiate with sharp
Pepperdine doesn’t run and
’
passes. Loyola will screen conshoot with the speed of a Loy
tinuously, trying to get a share
Dia, nor fhb the Waves stress hail of outside shots in addition to laycontrol to the extent of a San
ups.
Jose State. They just "so -ramArndt’s club has both the outble."
side and inside shooters. Dick
Schiendler hurt
the Spartans
from near the basket in the WCAC
tourney with 13 points. Outside
marksmen Jim O’Keefe and Detroit Flanagan has 14 and 12
points respectively.
"We’re much better prepared
offensively for Loyola off our
previous meeting with than over
the holiday break," Inman said.

Chico State arrives in San Jose
t <,morrmv for a revenge match
at
With the Siiirtan wrestling team
(pm. in 51(1207.
The visiting Wildcats will make
it stopover in Santa Clas a tonight
for a clash with the Universty
Santa Chra team.
San Jose State Coach Ilugh
will ’eke the opportunity
do a little scouting of the
Wildcats’ squad in action against

pete. Dommeyer represented rrimpetit kin thus id:. .51111,
has gr
the Spartans against Fresno and
’Slide, Southern I I.
captured a %blowy against
fornia. ’I he Vi"i
fur,
against
whose
pin
Art Beatty,
Fresno State gave the Spartans
GOOD 1.1.1Cy
1, 14-12 win, will grapple in the
BARBARA CLARK
137-pound division.
Delta Gamma
Rounding out the remaining
DSP Dream Girl F.nalists
tower weight divisions will las
Mike Stone at 12:l pounds and
-410101~11014110.11111111/.1/4
John Lim in the 1:30 -pound class.
Another challenge match between Hill Harm and Jim Noon
will decide the 177 -pound divishoo for or, -boo. stow Don

Warren King and company
thrashed the Wildcats last year
22-6. King made his Chico State
opponent one of his many victims Anderson, the heavyweight winas he wrestled his way to an ner at Fresno, or Joe Aquino
undefeated dual meet season.
will be the heavyweight conKing is expected back in the tender.
the
missing
after
, lineup Saturday
Fresno State has been the SparFresno State meet. However, he tans only ornament in dual meet
Gary
will have to defeat teammate
Seardina in a challenge match in
order to gain his position.
Last year King wrestled In the
147 -pound division but has been
switched to the 167 -pound class
for this season. Scardlinis wresWe pick up and deliver
tled in King’s place against
Fresno State hut lost by a di’ -

designed to protect
your dental health
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TEETH AND
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Company

wilshire
YOUR car for service

Lubrication Our Specialty

Cliff Olson is a definite performer for the Spartans against
Chico State. He defeated his opponent in a challenge match
Vednesday.
Olson was one of the victors
against the Fresno Bulldogs. by
Si decision.
In the 147 -pound division.
Niumby expects either Carl
Dommeyer or Frank Strouse to

Complete line of Auto Acce,..,sorie,
Corner of 10th & Santa Clara

5 minuto
2142

IT’S HOT! THIS HONDA "90"
Super Sport Model C200
ONLY $350 P.O.E.
This new model has high power output giving terrific perfcorence
This motorcycle will climb practically all up -grades at normal running
speed.
Come and get one now while the stock lasts, or have one put on lay.
away for Christmas. Available in black, white or red.

Frosh, Hawks
Vie Tonight;
Indians Next

BILL MANDER
635 University

The f...h basketball team hopes
they find Cabrillo College a gracious host tonight at 8 in Antos.
The Spartahabes edged the Sea hawks. 56-52 in early December.
but Cabrillo has had the benefit
of tournament etenpetition. playing 13 games compared with six
for SJS.
The freshmen will be handled
by assistant Bill Yonge. while
Danny Glines goes to Los Angeles
with Stu Inman’s varsity.
Yonge expects that San Jose
State will get tough opposition
from the ’Hawks and their 1-2
scoring tandem of Andy Pavley
and Herb Ilakinson. Pavley, a
rangy forward, had 19 points
-v.:aim:1 the ’,eats, and is avera;.:lin; around that fit,nure for the
season, liakinson hit IS.
Tomorrow night, the (mush play.
their final game before finals and
semester tweak against the Stanford frosh at 6 p.m. in the Tribe
,tym. Stanford meets Washington
in the main event at R.
Stanford. 1-1 on the season,
hasn’t played in a month due to
quarter exams and Christmas vacation. The Papooses are report- ’
tally lacking in talent compared
with past seasons. but do boast
, a fine backcourt performer in
5-9 Tom Nesbit. an Illinois product.
STRONG INFLUENCE The
, Yonge will start Steve Sehlink
rugged play of 6-8 center
and Tom Smith at foruards.
Harry Edwards hsa helped spark
figgins at centor. with John }<eatthe Spartans to an 8-3 record.
ing and Mani (1ontales sharing
Edwards is seen drawing a foul
did les.
in the Portland game.
Sehliok and Smilh ace expersted
In maintain their roles as the
It am’s top scoring threats. Smith
is avr,i.airing 16.5 points a game
while Sehlink is maintaining a 11.5
clip for six gatile4.
Smith with 60 and Higgins with

Gol

286-6190

Ave ,

Lou Gatos

354.2130

Open 8-8: Sat. to 5.30
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AND WE NEVER
LOST A SAME,
PETER/
I KNOW WHY
--’CAUSE ’YOU ALL
TRAINED BY EATING
AT UNCLE JOHN’S
PANCAKE HOUSE!

....

UNCLE JOHN’S PANCAKE HOUSE
1415 S. First St.

294-7716

Drive-in and Dining Room Service
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For a Taste Treat
that is sure to please,
have a Taco from Ticos.

PIP WIPP
GI rtf

Enjoy Smoking
SMOKE A PIPE!
Try on of our select blends of fin
importod or domestic tobacco Just
right for you, this discriminating pip
sreolii

Karl’s
Shell Service
1 I th and Santa Clara

Phone Orders CY 7-8421
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ymnasts Launch Season Against Cal, ASU
Jose State
California vs. San
2. Chew (S); 3.

Free Exercise
tarmpoline side Horse Horizontal Bar
Long Horse
Parllel Bars
Still Rings n
Tumblig

__
-

Free Exercise
Trampoline Side Horse Horizontal Bar
Long Horse
Parallel Bars
Still Rings
rumbling

-

I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.

Sutherland
Ford (C);
Allen (S); 2. Dodson (S); 3. Davidson
Schindler (C); 2. Field (C); 3. Chew
Chin (C); 2. Field (C); 3. Wolfe
Chin (C); 2. Field (C); 3. Chew
Chin (C); 2. Field (C); 3. Chew
Zahn (C); 2. Golden (C); 3. Field
Sutherland (C); 2. Chew (5); 3. Davidson

I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.
I.

Allen (5); 2. Dodson (5); 3. Nelson (A)
Stansbury A); 2. Chew (S); 3. Witham (A)
Cox (A); 2. Stansbury (A); 3. Witham (A)
Stansbury (A); 2. Chew (S); 3. Johnson (A)
Stansbury A); 2. Johnson (A); 3. Chew (S)
Evans (A); 2. Johnson (A); 3. Christianson (A)
Nelson (A); 2. Bishop (A); 3. Chew (5)

(C
(C
(S
(S
(S
(S
(C
(C

vs. San Jose State
Arizona State
I. Nelson (A); 2. Chew (S); 3. Fosdick (A)

iAtle

Zt
ART ANDREWS

PLAY 18 HOLES OF GOLF IN 21/2 HRS.
ON NORTHERN CALIFORNIA’S ONLY
ALL GREEN 18 HOI.E COURSE 61 PAR.

a

COACH CLAIR JENNETT

JIM GIUSSI

Bears Favored To Extend Victory Skein
pre-rmiet h.1.
I i
indicate !meet Arizona State and SJS at
that cal will I.. Iii. ii lavored 1:30 p.m. in Spartan Gym.
Ii. extend its unbeaten skein to.
San Jose State will probabIN
111i/1’111a Yk11011 1111.
gititiasts,rome away on short end. being

Golf Course and Driving Range

is in only
one c\..
the trampoline. ilowen.er, ito.ti

favored to

CA/aCh Harold Frey ol
tri,nt
lost a dual or triangular meet in
his last 43 encounters dating back
to 1959, and his Bears haven’t tx,n
worse off than seventh in the
NCAA tournament in that span.

CY 2-7726

Complete Line of First Quality Meats
Wholesale and Retail
- This Week’s Specials -

69

lb.

79

lb.

Sliced Bacon, 2 lb. pkg.
2 lb. for

994
1394

All-College Swimming
Championship Today

AT

can joJe

HONDA
Your new Honda Dealer

First in Personalized service and sales
Open evenings
141 South Third Street
Phone 215.7525
Near San Jose State Campus
Open area for beginners and Free riding instructions

VAUGHN’S

The all-ctillege intramural swimming championships will be decided
toclay at 3:30 p.m. at Spartan Pool.
Thirteen teams are in contention
Ii titl; which was won by
Hoiri Alpha Epsilon last year. A
misprint in the Intramural Handhook hart Alpha Tau Omega the
victors but Intramural Director
!tan 17nruh corrected the error.
ATO turned ouk to be the runnerup team instead.

and Steve Lambrecht were expected to be in the finals today. The
two men are the only defending
champions entered in the swimming events.
Ballard raptured the 50-yard

.. ni I

V. A

.410-1,

cic.1-

San Jose
FOREIGN
CAR SERVICE
So. Market
286-1100

180

Just south of San Jose Library

VISIT OUR LARIAT ROOM

Well serve you
a sizzling -good.
Char-Broiled
Steak for only
$1.25

:4.7)
ito.k.

FREE
PARK!

San Jose’s tone triumph may
come in the trampoline where
Chuck Allen and Lynn Dodson
are expected to prevail 11\er .1 iii
Nelson IASI’) and Lloyd Davidson of Cal.
Chew, SJS’s leading point getter
in 1963 with 241 has ;11ccred ;ill

(with green salad, potato,
bread & butter)

ANGELO’S

AL’S &
EARL’S

STEAK HOUSE

38 S. 3rd

72 E. SANTA CLARA

butterfly and the 100-yard indivi- seven et.ents. free exelia-c
dual medley for Sigma Chi while
Lambrecht won the 100-yard
freestyle as a member of Theta
Chi.

If vim,’

2 1 SALE
for the

Hem .
lia 11,1
I he 191,1

WIWI I’

h

Closest complete
foreign car
SPECIALISTS
service . . .
EXPERT REPAIR ON ALL IMPORTED CARS
Motor & Transmission Overhauls
Tune-ups, Brakes, Ignition

ASU 50.
The Rears are favored in six ot
the meet’s events; and Chin is th.
top pick in three. The Bear star is
. favored to capture the horinanal
bar, long
and parallel
in the
Zahm ha, a
rings. Schindler in Ow ,ide
ft,e
and John Ford in irce

Awards will be made to the
swimmers after the completion of
the meet.
Although yesterday was slated
as the final day for basketball
entries. Unruh has stated that
there will be mom for more teams
entries will be aced in Ihe event with the field being and that late
intramural office for
cut 1111\1:11 tic just 60 participants cepted in the
anyone wishing to enter a team.
his the final day of competition.
Returning swimmers Jim Ballard
FROSH PROSPECTS
- Chuck Gillingham, Chuck Rog- Special Student Rates ers, Frank Panghorn, Bruce niche
TYPEWRITERS
and Mike Spitzer are linemen off
Rental and War
the freshman football team who
MODERN OFFICE
will seriously challenge varsity
MACHINES CO.
vet era ns for starting positions
293-6283
124 E. San Fernndo
when spring practice begins.

Siv finalists will remain in
each event except the 250-yard
freestyle relay. Preliminary time
trials were held last night to determine the finalists.
A turnout of 190 entrants start-

r

ference
champion
ASS. won the W.%( dual meet
title. limit finished ...1.11111i in the
all-leagtie championships. They
ended tip III Is in the N( $_ 1111..1
won hy Nlichigan.
Pre-meet predict ion,
the po-;11
sible dual MeV
ASU
SJS
SJS 43; Cal SC,
(al 78.

- Plenty of Free Parking WHOLESALE TO FRATS, SORORITIES AND BOARDING HOUSES

Only $1300 a Month

eal.rei,l.

the Spartan’s top man. Itich Chow
in the. all-around eompet it in
Jerry Stansbury of the Sun la’s
will complement the field. Sian.bury is the \Vt,tern Athletic Con-

WITH FINESSE-Hank Steelsmith goes through the graceful
routines of a workout on the side -horse. Steelsmith will be a
welcome addition to Clair Jennett’s gymnastic squad when he
becomes eligible in February.

%.-,

FOREIGN CAR

Top hulk iduals for the Bears
are Sophomore ken Schindler 011
on the side horse, senior Stese
Zahni till the still rings and Mac
stitherland in tumbling. All
three us un first Illalitin at thii Los
Angeles State Holiday Classic in
December.
Z111101 is: the AAWU still
titlist and third place finisher in
the NI AA meet. He, together with
teammate Rich Golden and Arizona State’, (hi,. Evans, should
Provide a terrific battle in therings compel it ion.
Cal’s C’rodd Chin will clash with

STATE MEAT MARKET

lb.

rial

1110

ionnWimiiiiromnionniiiinimminanninsmonwwimwiwwwwwwwW1rnsImlennunennirtninniamisiWWWWWIEN/

794

horse, horizontal fair, h,ri.

parallels, still rings and tin:Odin ._
Ice remembered that clair.lentiett’:.
Chew will meet plet w. ..1
;,.
la.titam in all se\ tn, tic..
Sic,,
,even-inan 01.0W is cciii)

Weekday student green fees $1.25
S minutes from Civic Center - 1 mile East on McKee Road Overpass
CL 1-1143
2142 McKee Road
Lessons By PGA Professional
Tex Smith

IAMB STEAKS
RIB STEAKS
HONE STEAKS
TOP QUALITY
HAMBURGER

RICH CHEW

Slim Pickings for SJS?

a katicAo Oetele

Corner 4th and Santa Clara

JOHN KIBB1E

neri

sing isn’t . . .

Reserve space now for the spring semester
in one of our 16 approved halls.
We offer apartment units to accommodate
2, 3, 4, or 5 students.
Live in the finest - Ile a SRS tenant
414 E. WILLIAM

CY 7-8877

EXAMPLES
Men’s Shop
Women’s Shop

price of

$5 95 Sports Shirts
55 95 Blouses
$1995 Slacks
$1995 Dresses
$69.95 Suits

now 2 for $5 9$
now 2 for $595
now 2 for $1995
now 2 for $1995
now 2 for $6995

Two may participate

(across (Torn +he

lib,ary)

II-SPARTAN DAILY

National Guardsmen Indicted
Tl’SCA.L0(.1SA.
Five National Guardsmen on a
detail assigned to guard the integrated University of Alabama were
indicted Wednesday on charge of
setting a series of explosions near
the campus.
A grand jury handed down the
indictments for -setting off dynamite near an inhabited dwelling."
a crime with a maximum penalty
of death, after two days of hearing evidence.

Hut Circint Solicitor Fred Nicol,
who said trials probably would be
held in March, said the fad that
there were no deaths or injuries
would keep him from seeking the
death penalty.
! The guardsmen, all sergeants or
, above in rank, were accused of
setting off the October blasts
I around the campus while members
of a federalized group assigned to
prevent trouble over the presence
of Vivian Malone, a Negro student.

Fre* Delivery

Engine Rebuilding
Ignitio Systems
tors
Starters & G
- Co,idav Ca, Arailabl

BAP JOBBERS

OPEN DAILY
TO 6:30 Inst.
SATURDAYS

Call
luuApIuiCMI

293-5172

4ZEI

I

141 South 3rd St.

an Jose

Blor.k from School Library

/ .41,1 t.,e

II La

sasmt

FOR YOU
SPECIAL
STUDENTS DINNER

The

-)

Sunday:
11:00 a.m. - 8.00 p.m.
1.11a

Greeks,

Mon. & Thur. Highs.
BOB THOMPSON
(Former SJS, ATO)
and
DAVI MARTY
on Banjo
91 p.m.

/

11.11

gad,. city AA.
31

So.

CY 7-2002

Market

111011V1

8

1101 ir 11,1 eV! Iv: 83 I

1611 \

’V

annual

Council dance,

$149

"eit-1141’

Served Da;ly.
4.30- 8 00 p rn.

FACING A HEAVY WORK LOAD-As the second session of the 88th Congress convened in
Washington, D.C., its members faced such a
heavy load of left-over legislation that the session might last right up until the elections, con-

I

SAVE MONEY

from

will

inter-Fraternity
open

take

KIS

to all

place

tonight

9 p.m. to 1 a.m, in the Em-

pire Room of the Sainte Claire
Hotel.
The coat and tie affair features
the orchestra of Sal Carson and is
free of charge.
The newly elected WC officers
for the spring semester will greet
,;:lests at the door and during intermission several of the dwain
of the individual fraternitii,
ill be presented.

Education Display
Shown Today
Theme for a free teachers’ TIVI-

3c OFF
2c OFF

t,rials

PER GAL
ETHYL GAS

display.

in

E331

from

9

a.m. to 3 p.m. today is the "Physical Land of

Ahs.

according

to

Leier, publicity chairman.

PER GAL
REG. GAS

PURITAN OIL CO.

Future Co-Recs will employ new
recreation facilities and the pro Rally Committee executive grams now in effect will be ex meeting, 3:30 p.m., College Union. panded.
Faith
Newman Club,
Adult
Coarse. .1 30 p.m., 79 S. Fifth St.

Kappa Delta Pi Holds
Initiation, Pledging
In Cafeteria Today

GOOD LUCK

Reed Magazine
Positions Open

lines
lines
lines
lines

.50

.75

1.00

E

A

son, associate professor of English,

For Sale())

is scheduled

by arrangement.

During registration a list of
times will be given to student,
Kappa [Lena Pi. (0111:13 nil hon- planning to take the class. Stuorary. will hold Os initiation and dents should enroll in English 180.

_
FURN.

ANNOIACEMENTS 11)

v.

ROOMS.

ROOMS FOR RENT’--.-.
-:/111

1 5 211
-NEED 2 ROOMMATES
Pera. Ar.
23’,
HALLS OF IVY

PROFESSOR
AUTOMOTIVE 121

11-scir-,v;d

1

2:

A.:

HEARSE.
63

FORD GALAXIE 500XL
1.

4 ,r..rs

60 ALPINE CONY.
53 CHEIY DELUXE

STEREO AMP, 40W,
,

GERMAN BIKE,
-

.

2.4 2791.:
’e’,,

i

FOR SALE!!

,,
PAN AMERICAN FLUTE
POOL

4

"
/

TABLE
HELP WANTED 141

"

0 Pereenale (7)
JOB HUNTING?

El Sorelees (III

/ se, -Ln

GIRL ROOMMATE.

0 Lost and Found WC Trusapartufise (9)

Print your ad here:
MOUSING IS)
2060 ALAMEDA

7’04

SPLIT LE /EL

II ip.1,111I. Iiipliert, paid Ittu tre!;Count 31 Latters nd

Enclosed $ .

Spaces for Each Um)

run Ad For 2/3/4/6 Days Mirth One)
____.

_

_

.

__. Cheek No,

Nome
City
Address

Roberts Book Store
’telutllf

Pk ittir

1".. 1,’

Photo
330 ’an. 1001

aremeirammims.

- Aooss

from men’s dorms

MEN’S SINGI F
ONE GIRL

,

, n/f
ntedtv, 5

.erts

DESPERATE

,
.

,

294.9205.

_

P its

no,
To place n ed
%r""
55.11
Ad oft-, ’"?.
.
henrIv .""11"
Enclosed cob 9r"

1’JUN 4 CrIP1 APAP114{
on

1.4’

KILLION

, .

3 GIRLS -1-1

RIDE NEEDED
on
"
GOOD LOCATION, Betty Lee approved GIRL NEEDS
,
,
r/ntre, I
silo.
I 792.3021._ GIRL NEEDS
Ai
unopomrod err,,
bavi6 r ,
20IL, Via!,
CO-ED MANOR
:
r ,

I

I GIRL ROOMMATE /,’At,TED
I .
ROOMMATE WA II,

soln-e+ NEED RIDE
4 .

APTS

4

’

74 0.

TWIN KILLION HALL
,
NEW

Ii

GRANT HALL

KILLION HALL a s
,n a
-734 ’4’8
ONE GIRL
DISCOUNTColor
TA clear - hr s 291 98
’
CONTRACT FOR SALE. ’ , . nopr---ril WOMEN’S APPRo/FD ARMITVINT1
1 apt Na/t/ 794.9075.
I ., .., .. ,
APPR. CONTRACT for sale. 4 girl apt. GIRL WANTED ,
.4
,
L,:nn Hall. 294-9075.
APPR. CONTRACT for sale on Ilfh St.
. L--/;
2 MALE -ROOMMATES
"._,Iscourit Co 1 Sandy. 292.2485.
ONE GIRL Wanted for unappr. apt., I APPROVED CONTRACT KA WI
lock fr,- onopus. CY 8-50I I.
TWO -GIRLS APPR. contracts. Room and
2v G.0.70t4 SAL L
board. Er -e lent food. 580 S. 9th, 293.
.. B... .
3371. Mrs S,Avie Clausen.
1 GRACEHALL
APPR HOUSING CONTR. for sale. Dis- I ,I
,
/,..nt. (-Hr., Hall. 291.4019, Batty.
MODERN UNAPPRnItr
,
KILLION HALL spring contract for sale.’
I Phone Brenda. 293.2308.
GIRLS TO SHARE unapproved house
Now and spring. 63 S. 9th St. 286.0230.
roo
kitPitTAPT. contracts for sale. Have Is’ COAT MISSING
sell! Disrount. Grant Anne,. 292-6152.
3 GIRLS want 4th roommate.7.96(.?
For spring.
421 San Antonio. 298-3208.
IGOE’S HobSE-CONTRACT for spring
int 1.4fr’
’3 S. 5th. 295-9911. Donna G.
’EASTER WEEK.
, ROOMMATE WANTED for 3 a:rl erns:. 4130
I; S n’,,nrnostnr, Belle Manor,
-Intpus. C011 Jan. 294-3465
7’1?
TV RENTALS
UNAPPROVED CONTRACT
$10 month
;ale. 2
a ,
29’,
Phone 292.3457
7 ’,
Orern4ons 41,0
, WOMEN’S APPR APT.
i , sole. AUTO INSURANCE.
WO. L
r
Jr 457 S. 9.5. Kathy. 294,618_2._ B students rere:ve te., fseed.
:ost to YOU. Ever,-.$150 7’. ’(5 l$22S approved aperIrnant,
t..
BAILEY In,. 36r, 5.
’.
293-5971
AUTO, LIFE, Fl RE INS
FOR SALE W
.o.rj
nI A
’’
79: 45’7
’
sh/.
e
_ .
WANTED, Tr,
"L ..kni-n unapproved
I
erre, ?
41.,,,,/’,’
tV377179F01511 /RENT
WANTED. 3
Modern
:.,
$30. 645
EXPERT TYPING
?s
_
CONTRACT FOR SALE. r
npproved TYPING OF ALI KINDS.
Linn a .
Gordon
.
292.4626. 27.
GRANT HALL ANNEX
,
TRANSPORTATION 111
4 GIRLS APPR

Starting Date

le

110,

a one unit class

I iFEGUARD

0 Housing (5)

rIll’s
’ii,- fit
,here,
1
I
Hier at

CY 2-8119

N. 13th

Spartan Daily Classifieds
BUY ’EM!

Reed,

CLASSIFICATION:

merits 11)71 Help Wanted (I)

862

Positions are now open for students interested in writing or man-

NEED A JOB?

li Automotive ID

ci

’an,

AVIRIPBOIRMINIRWIRD~1111.111",. :’,71r$104$4,0:40,0,:,,,,,105/0540:05":"./.W::::::::’,V

Five times
204 a line

$2.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

1.’0111

(Fine food at a fair price)
- Closed Mondays -

59 CHEVY ;

$1.50
2.25
3.00
3.75

:o
Yartiripti
ittsands
itets mi
1 many

CUGGINOS’

Kappa Kappa Gamma

FOR DISPLAY ADVERTISING RATES, CALL CY 44414, EXT.
2081, FROM 1:20 TO 4:20, MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY.
CHECK A

Z.:

Its DELIVERED to YOUR door
4-11:30 p.m. ’til 1:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat,
Pizza is best for
Study Breaks Parties
Dinner

st.

speak of his experiener s in Europe ,
A student need not submit any
18 BUICK
at the meeting.
work to enroll for the class.

$1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50

Add this
amount for
each addtl line

CUGGINOS’
PIZZA?

DSP Dream Girl Finalists

NEW CLASSIFIED RATES
2
3
4
5

Ilniffil

Have YOU
Heard about

JEANNE BAARTS

A student must. be at least of ’34 CHEVY. ’
sophomore standing with special
teria Rooms A and
writing, cditiiiz 60 VEST, 150
or. Henry C. Merkel. professor interest in creative
or with managerial Or sec _tarial
of education and English. will
’58 TR3

BUY DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

One turn.Three times
50t a line
25t a line

.1;

,

To buy, rent, or sell a Cymbidium, a Didus ineptas. a
frangipanni, or any other sensible thing, just fill out this
handy order form, clip it, and send if with a check or
cash to the Spartan Daily Advertising Office, J207, Sae
Jose State College, San Jose 14, California. Ads must
be in by 2:30 P.M. two days prior to publicatioe.

Minimum
Two lines
One time

’

pledging today at I p.m. in Cafe-

6TH & KEYES - 4TH & WILLIAM
107H & TAYLOR- 13TH & JULIAN

12.1111!

293.2121

Lind:gloat

Sangha Club, 1230 p.m., F0104.
Veterans Club, 12:30 p.m., EDSaturday’s Co-Rec,
the last
331.
’ week -end Co-flee of the semester,
,
World of Carl Sandburm 8:15
will open at 12:30 p.m., in the
p.m., Studio Theater.
en’sGym.
Opera Workshop, 8:15 p.m., Con- Worn
pingvolleyball,
Badminton,
cert Hall.
pong. trampolining front 1-3 p.m.
hil"NDAV:
land swimming from 1-4 p.m. will
Three plays, 3:30 p.m., Studio be available. ASB cards are needed
for admission.
Theater, SD103.
MONDAY:

l tof fill
barked
ill!
rt

maid
sratlier
Haul. ani

Co-Rec Saturday

TONAV:

itt
I ailed

Open Monday Thru Saturday
EATCO. INC.

According to Dr. Jeanne Law-

Lowest Gas Prices In San Jose

FOREIGN AUTO
PARTS

(695 W. Sae Carlos

P-Mont.).

The display was arranged by Dr. aging the publication of
Sidney W Tiedt’s F/1 nit class.
SJS literary magazine.

Guaranteed Maio, Oil Co. Gasoline

F. A. P

gressional leaders warned. Holding a discussion
are (from left) Sens. Hubert Humphrey, (D-Minn.);
Carl Hayden, (D -Ariz.); Everett Dirksen, (RAIL);
Thomas Kuchel, (R -Calif.); and Mike Mansfield,

Spartaguide Last Weekend

IFC Dance Tonight

America’s llost Beautiful Hofbrau
et.

Bosch, Lucas, Ducellier
Electrical Systems
Zenith,
and SEV Carburetion
Solex, SU,

loin olive

Zutooti

251.2313

NEW AND REBUILT PARTS
FOR ALL IMPORTED CARS

AUTO REPAIRS
Motor Tune-ups
Brake Service
Carburetors
Wr.tton Motor Guerenta

Friday .lynii,"),

4
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SECTION

B

More Than 60 Nations Embark
n Search for Sun Knowledge
out with L. Gordon Cooper’s 22.9orbit flight of May 15-16, 1963.
It was the sixth straight successful spare flight by’ Americans in
two years.
It was eclipsed, as far as duration was concerned, by the 814whil
and 49-orbit flights of Russia’s Valion Furth and spite(’.
will ix) of ery Byovsky and Valentina TereshWhat they fliSCOVer
to the future or kova in June.
aal importrince
the future
tNITED STATES
anned space flight, to
perhaps
But the United States acheived
weather poJdietion and
of corn- some significant and unique suc,ntrol, and to the future
iintiations on earth and in space. CeSSeS.
t(Ishi’il 11,11:11{
International
I aioa Crns.
ScienI FPI!
WASH! , I tN
(M nations are
ot mote titan
cooperatiVe ef’harked on a vast
new knowledge of
,0 to
its effects
Or and
\

,V

6:1

ENT

said (mild ehange orbits in space.
NASA continued its con ’libations to satellite meteorology
with the TIROS series and piepared to launch a more advatteed
Space weather station. NINIBUS.
this year. NIMBUS will
into
polar orbit and provide ellective
coverage of the entire globe.
NASA last year reorganized its
major offices, turther focused it,
efforts to put filen III 1114. tuition before 1970, picked 14 new Milne
nauts- increasing the training pool
Among these was the flight in to 30- and concluded art agreeIQSY
The project. which started Jan. orbit of the Centaur rocket. The ment with Russia for cools, :ohm
1965. Centaur, launched Nov. 27, was the in space meteorology and commuwill run thniugh Dec. 31,
nications and in mapping the
is known as the International first rocket in history fueled by
liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. earth’s geomagnetic field
Nils of the Quirt Sun :QSY).
CONGRESS SLACKENS
This fuel combination. yielding
h was scheduled for these years
NASA’s unhappiest experience in
IN’ they fall in a pratiod when 35 to 40 per cent more push than
and storms on the sun’s face previous energy sources available 1963 was the apparent slackening
permitting to roeketeers, is the one this lot eongressional enthusiasm for
at a
:’illSt I thit ("add not he car. country is depending upon to boost huge space exi tomtit tors.
a, a reSIIII 4)1 t his, IMS‘ NASA
.111 during an active philSe Of men to the 11100O and sophisticated
instruments to the moon .ifi41 spokesmen tkere suggesting at the
olarOCI.,
Nears eon that the Apollo moon
Parnelpillinv in IQSY will be planets.
landing target date 1968-1970
SPACE TRII’MPIIR
disands of scientists. hundreds of
Among the great slime triumpli was in jeopardy. Others, however.
ants and high -soaring balloons
1 many scientific spacecraft of 1963 was the launching of Syn- , were more optimistic.
1.a.st year generally was one of
oohed to the United Slates and c= 2, the gifted 146-pound communication satellite which now reappraisal of the $14 billion feseems to drift in the sky up and derally supported scientific to EXHAINTIVE STI’DIES
down the 55 degree west longitude search and development activities.
Exhaustive stialieS will he made
Congress slashed the appropriameridian line performing Prodigies !
the sun, the charged particles
tion for the National Science
radiations St "earning from it, of broadcasting.
It is the world’s first active and Foundation, jeopardizing among
earth’s naignetic envelope and
functioning satellite put in orhit at other programs the $603 million WKnotie fields in space, the upper
inn:I-here. and such things as 22,300 miles, the altitude for so- hole project to drill a hole through
the earth’s crust into its mysterilights, called "stationary" spacecraft.
()hem and southern
ous mantle.
NASA
,,netary radiation hells and the
NOTABLE YEAR
In 1964 NASA hopes to launch
Tallier at all altitudes from pole
The past year nevertheless was a
Syneom 3 into an orbit directly
notable one. Ft tr example:
The United States already has above the equator where it will
Near Arecibo in Puerto Rico the
erraft in orbit which will con- seem to hang fixed in the sky inuto heavily to the IQSY fund of stead of drifting like Syncom 2. world’s most powerful radar-radio
which was fired at an angle to the telescope went into operation.
.1110111.
With it’s 1.000-foot mflecting
equator. Three such satellites could
N10,4T PROMISING
list hromjsing is F:xplorer 19, provide worldwide communcat ion dish, it is the finest tool yet he, veloped for studying the ionoINVI,P known as IMP, the first ! coverage.
The 1964 schedule calls for 31 sphere, the surface of the moon.
:even Interplanetary Monitoring
!forms designed to investigate major NASA launches, including and the radio waves from explod,ain in .111 its phases. Its four Ranger missions to make ing galaxies far out in space.
In a secret cave near Washingtinthing on Nov. 26. 1963, from closeup television pictures of the ,
Clyde L. Cowan Jr. of The
are E,rnedy
was
the 21st moon and, with luck, the first two- ton, Dr.
America de:Jr the remarkable man orbital flight of the Gemini Catholic University of
teeter! neutrinos which appeared to
program.
eome from sources of fantastic
GEMINI
!).!!’ t.,,
added to those of
Gemini, percursor to Apollo, will power billions and billions of miles
Jar
observatory
away. Neutrinos, massless and
19C2, may pro-’ train astrotnauts in rendezvous :Intl
-!-, aiding needed to docking in space and give them up ehargeless piths-funds of certain nitmay prove to he
to bombard space to two weeks of orbital flight ex- . clear reactions,
Ivaluable astronomical tools.
’’’I ielo radiations.
! perience.
They also may provide a practiGemini will he able to maneuver,
115,11 SUN
Th
:sal he active again later changing if necessary the altitude cal means of "X-raying" the entire
earl h.
JI(Jod,ie when the United and plane of its orbit.
SCIENTISTS ANALYZE
In this respect, the Russians
tJte
land two Apollo
Scientists analyzing information
claim to have achieved another
,41
moon.
It is nog practical to shield ’ first. On Nov. 1 they launched from NASA’s orlating
lit
I.:IL,
tmnairts, .igainst the more in -1 Polyot 1, a spacecraft which the%
se dolt,
ol dangerous partiwhich ale lottsetl by, occasional
res, or eruptions, on the sun.
So the National Aeronautics and
re Administration
(NASA)
le, with -Jine warrant on the
is of OSO discoveries to per:1 Ilan( predietion system in
e to scheihile Alain()
flights

IT’S NOT A REAL PUPPY
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PAST YEAR
The year just past produced an
nse amount of information
ttn laboratories
on the ground as
II Is those in
space.
Anairding to the American
MediAssoniat ion. 1963 provided "f
urindicat ions that
ultimate
apons against
still -incurable
neer anti 6trus
diseases will be
Arcot:ding to the
physicist, new
and techniques
1963
in
Iutirht nearer
the time when man
I tevin to maims:land
what goes
in the heart
of
sinre.ht,am
i,
came up with
m1i.
rth. 1.1 on the
age of life on
he ago of the
galaxy, the
leaf the aniverse.
SPACE AGENCY
For the 1.5 s
[hu e agency, how,XT.
j fig 1%3 w,.isj a
mixture of satialt
(Josses and of
hopes deferId, NASA planned
about 40 major
IpuaZhnot for 19fi3.
ft had, for one
lurt, sr:it; another.
to defer three., h
thorn this year.
jaucrjh:otinting smart
4n
Air Foree
:. the United States got
? ,,, -:ittellites into
orbit, cornherl
5 or so by the
Soviet
Sills,
ThO

tar,,
%.;

majority of 11.S.
Wore military,
many of
ttre, untahlY
SAMOS surveil":,;,.,foccera 1 I
111,1 year saw
the
MerIii 1an
in orbit proieta
closed

HE OTTER KNOWFound on the Pacific Coast near Monterey,
this baby sea offer, which may be the first of its kind to be
raised from a pup in captivity, is held by Fred Jenne of the
Steinhart Aquarium in San Francisco. The little creature eats half
its weight in fish every day. So far no one knows if it is a boy
otter or a girl otter, but the otter probably knows.

Two SJS Students Study
w"firsiludY
Of
Prohibition French Culture Abroad

tad. id
J., lc othoo
Two :-;1:-’,
In the firsthand the responsibility 4,1 sayit 190I)-01
ing. "1 ;lin
"
’11%100 -141(1..1
ill II.’
’’It 4., lite responsibility of being
woman with a tug MUM,
burst on the American scene like Ii silltient who can explain, supa tornado on the plains of Kansa. port and eriticize American policies
On Dec. 26, 1900, the doors of and ideas with the intelligence anti
the Mahan Brothers Ear in the awareness of a well informed perelegant Care
House at Wichita son, someone who can reputli
n image of A1111.1,, I
horst open all41 there slood Carrie !he Etiri .1
’Nation 50 14 :I 11.111411 ill
roCks 6tainger -1.10 I 01,1 ti.. l 1r 11. I t
’’II
In
11111 a 1e:111 pip,
lieuer II o ’’II
111,1
NIIRROlt sToNED
The bartioder ISIS Ii’/,11 III
11,1
die
"r
:it Ito- 501111 a a %,,,n,c
S /PIO(
1:1,, It lf,..11 iallei
iii his establislinwlit. Cot vie
Ill II il’l’l’ iii 11.1111.
II, S.15
pit tip 10
hand -Caro 41 tillS I. I 11 t, II II a II 11
1 0111,1 1 inent.
liar and fired a ,aki,"r ti;
’ri
’’lilt
at
:if the huge mirror.
Insiiiiile
al Aix1.1/hit:ling quickly slie ripped ii i
etiPrrivence mid ;Ile in Fianee unfamed ,til painting of "cicolt,’It,, dor tlie if11 el Oa 1,11.41 pro" falii
:tt the Bath" :Ind !gashed all to ,I. I .1,1i:
thil,,, the lead pipe 1111 The It.
Till: T41;0 I.F.FT
DM’S
14
NM II’S
of -11,111,,li 111111.’
ict t San Francisco Aug.
The
She left Mahan’, 11,11 Is till uk In
’29 after al lelidi/114 a short orienta:4- -Ile Caine, lilt ill
feW
OfillS Cairn. Natiou helped plant tion program awl arrived in Paris
the next day.
the seeds of national prohibition.
"We were able to spend only one
ALCOHOL GRIDGE
TAKING A BREAK from their studies in Aix-en-Provence are
day in Paris," said Miss FIjelmel’hirrie Nat Mil had a terrible
SJS students Janet Hjelmeland and Robert Rodriguez. They are
land, "but 24 hours was long
grtalge against 411C01101. She had
studying French history and art under the international program
enough for us to take a tour of
married and later divorced al
of the California State Colleges.
the citp. anr1 ti take one frighten drunkard doctor and carried the
the famous Metro
emotional scars of that unhappy
aa",lved in a tremendFrench people were formulated la
marriage.
the acquaintance (if those nearest ous learning prnicss which is noi
Participating in the overseas
Carrie began her campaign at
I stilt t Is .1(
tap’,
x et y
emo
S.114.
prtt,..(ram me univ(msities in France, to us
Ntahan’s and learned the dangers
student,"
Rodriguez
"We are here in an attempt to
Sweden. Germany and Spain. How- ! French
imolved in it in the next few
Correll SUMP of our misconcepout.
all the students travelled to pointed
minutes when she crossed the
"At first we were surprised and tions,’ Rodriguez continued, for we
Europe in :t group and split up
street to give the same treat ment
rather insulted when we en- realize that world peace and coafter Paris.
to Jake Eccles’ bar.
countered the cafeteria custom of operation must be built upon a
LANGUAGE
COURSE
When Carrie burst through his
throwing
small
pellets
at
a foundation of mutual understandRodriguez and Miss Hjelmeland stranger when an introduction is ing "
doors, pipe in hand, he reached
went
to
Marseille
seven-week
for
a
beneath the bar and came up with
desired," he added.
halguage course.
irt cocked .45 pistol.
STUDENTS FIND
"Our
entire
group
took
up resille 1110041 her 10 "C114,p tPIIl
The students found Aix-m,
(haw
in the boy’s dormitory,
I f yoti can tligest bullets."
hi(11 created an unusual situation (ince "a quiet, clizirmina
On the day after Christmas ill
75,000 with a histto
ihe first year of a new century b(r the American sills,’’ Miss
ground hack to 500 H.(’
Carrie Nation claimed her first Hjelmeland said.
Student life centers around 11,,
"Although the French male stuvictory and met her first defeat.
dents found the girls charming, it cafes lining the streets in Aix-, I,
IDEA GETS ATTENTION
Provence. The students pat ron,/.
f
till
Bid the idea of destroying sa- was the American boys who won only the cafe that represents their
Slii
1.111a-4,
loons had caught the attention of the hearts of the maids," she con- political opinions.
’lents arr. Icing offered for Ile
America and Carrie Nation was on tinued.
Thus, cafes on the lett hand cor"The boys entertained them with
summer month’, of 1964 by the
her way to becoming a household
.,
ner
represent
the
leftists,
cafes
in
their guitars in exchange for
Santa Clara County Heart ASit’d,
j
the
middle
of
the
block
are
for
"The Annals of Kansas, tool. - estra-clean rooms and tidbits from , "fence sitters" and the rightists SOCiiiiion.
There v., ill he approximately 2,5
("implied by the State Hist,iriCal the kitchen," Miss Hjelmeland ex- j are on the right-hand corner.
!grants of $756 lot: work to be
Society from newspapers of that
(’LASSES
EACH AMERICAN
Carried out in California medical
day. traces Carrie’s path as folj
Classes consisted of three hours
Each American student has a research centers. Applications can
lows:
instruct ion. Homework took the separate room in the new dorm,
Ile Ohl a inf.,’ inan the .Associaliiin
Jan. 21Carrie Nation wrecks
I of the day, leaving students
Each student also had a different at 1961 The Alitaicmla, San Jose
two more bars at Wichita. ’rho
le time to Socialize
reaction to his new life in France. icII 8-1517.. and must la. (Innis sold for souvenirs,
"Our first itnpresst,
of the (wcording It, Rodriguez.
pleted lIP Fetalcita
Jan. 2:: Carrie Nation is egged
TOPEKA,

i1:111

Heart Association
Offers Students
Summer Grants

lout of Enterprise by a mob ill
saloon yellers’ wives who cheerfully pay a fine of 81 eaeh.
Jan. 24 Carrie Nathm refiise
:in offer of $75 per week I. o
part in "Tett Night, in a
Room."
HIT OVER HEAD
Jan. 26 -Caltrie Natitin is hit
over the head with a broomstick
when she visits Topeka saloons
Walks through a howling ml, t"
toll her story to the local
tilt Ill’.
.1411 211 Topeka saloon ownerbay 71 t111111 pin for the )111111:10 Who
lid Carrie Nation t,6er the head
g Oh a hroomstick.
I
Feb. 5 Carrie Nation, with a
d.oup of "home defenders." de,,,111,111, the Senate S:110011 ill ’r,’’Iflamer, Winfield
,11,1 I halcriberg put the pres.sure
at saloons.
CLOSE FOR PF:ACF:
Feb. fi Topeka police chief de
mands sahions close "for sake of
peace allil for sake of their own
safely." Topeka described as II
powder keg.
Feb. 7 Carrie Nation, followed
by a crowd, visits the liansas
I.egislature and speaks 10 both
House and Senate. Citizens smash
hat’s at Holton. A thouszind men j
recruited at TIopeka to "purge the
eity of crime.
Feb. 10
Topeka temperance
:noel ing attracts 3,000. Saloon
owners told to get out of town.
Pith. 12 Kansas State Temperance Union and the W.C.T.U, urge
a general uprising. At Winfield,
mob smashes barrel of whiskey.
1
FOUR ARRESTED
Offieers arrest four
Feb.
saloon
owners
at
Coffeyville.
Smith Center citizens give saloonkeepers 24 hours to get out of j
town. Fifteen Goff. Kan., women
start smashing saloons but are
halted by sheriff. Several persons
injured in liquor raid at Winfield.
One hundred armed men destroy
the Last Chance saloon It Arkansas City. Saloons ordered closed at
Sterling, Garden City, Wellington,
Perry and Paola.
FiM, 17 Carrie Nation and 501
Iii lovers at Topeka destroy: otn,
tIdon. six hars and it Odd storage

Library Adventure

Microfilm Section Featured in Library;
Interesting Approach to Research

By GEORGE BOLDIZSAR
ton, take a trip with me
hi i1J.JJ tall, six -story building located at the tar northwest owner of the campus, called the
Library.
Enter through the north -wing
elalranee directly adjacent to the
Sisssai and Drama Building and’
take the elevator to the seeond
Hoot% Now turn right and proillrough one of the two doors
sepal :lung the elevator lobby from
the remainder of the building.
ahead until you I
Walk st IMO
come to the first set of windowed
doors on your right. Enter,
If yoll had been curious enough
Ili notice, a large plaque mounted
iii, rye the enti’ance would have in I irmed you that this room was the
Serials, Documents and Periodic- ,
ills section of the Library.
Once inside the room, faring
north, walk over to the first open
("moter on your left and ask the
librarian for, let’s say, the .Jan.
8, 1962 edition of Newsweek magazine.
OPAQUE CARDS
Within a few minutes she will
return and hand you 3, small 3 by
5 inch white, opaque cards. At first
glanee these glassy cards will appear to contain from 20 to 30
gray fingerprint -like smudges.
Don’t panic; you’re not about to
he given a security check. Just
take the cards, and pretend that
you know what they are.
She will then, undoubtedly, ask
if you know how to operate the
machine. Rather than speak at
this moment, just shake your head
negatively and follow her bark to
one of the small open booths loeater] to the left of the ("motet.
Listen to her net met ions affix
11,11-4‘
one of the (-arils to the revolving
Vett 18 War Impartment closes cylinder at the base of the mai
,
(continued on Page 111)
chine; fliek on tlw switeh; and,

’’vIola I
t here before you, poijected on a frosted plate glass
screen, is an tel ual reprnduction
of some page from the Newsweek
magazine you selected.
Rotate the cylinder hack and
forth, up and down, and interchange the three cards, and each
page of the magazine yx ill aptiear
on the glass screen. Amazing!
’Phe cants you have before you
are called "microcartis"
three
of some 40,000 now available at
our Library.
Maylx. you would like to see a
1950 edition of Business Week, or
the Dee. 1, 1851 edition of the
New York Times. If so, go Isick
to the libiatian and akto"
,f

111,111

SMALL REEL TIlls TIME
This time. nave% J" she will
you a small reel ill :12-mni film
approximately 3 inches in diameter
whim-h, when threaded Mto another
machine, will project the page you
want onto a slanted table before
you at the turn of a erank.
This film is. (if course, microfilm
one of approximately. 5,500 reels
contained in the Libraty.
in like manner, you can view
every edition of the New York
Times from 1851 to the present.
the Alta California from 11449 to
1891, long runs of the London
Times starting with 1838. partial
runs of the San Francisco Chronicle and the Wall Street Journal,
and a host of other American
newspapers published before 1925.
Also on file are microcards and
microfilms of some 25 et’ r re n t
magazines; documentary materials
from the National Archives in
Washington, D.C.; German Ar(lines and 19111 century government pultheations; and annual reports of every corporation listed
on the New York Stork Exehange.
The need for the microfilmitit:

HP’s(’
111AX ’spa perS,
Peri. wheals,
and doetiments. stated Refei owe
Srr% lees Librarian lii:bert L. Lauritien in a recent interview, became apparent after World War 11
as San Jose State emerged a
strong liberal arts college,
"Prior to the war, inawrials cd
this nature were not considered
nelessary for the small teachers’
college." he said, "and little money
Was budgeted for their purchase,
which left a serious gap in the
.111101.1111 of pet iodwals, newspapers
and iliwumptuary materials available in our library for research.
"Ti, obtain complete or even
partial backlogs of actual copies
.it these materials <<11111.1 have
lieen 1111101 100 cost ly and. for some
InaterialS, alinost iMpoSSible." he
Ipt

"But with the advent of the
microfilming process,- he continued, "we were able to begin filling the gap mtath mole quickly
and at a fairly economical cost.’’
LESS COSTLY
Not only are the microfilm and
cards less costly, they also save
Id tremendous amount of storage
space and give students acres, to
material whieh would otherwise lie
pract ica I ly unobtainable.
5V Ia i I e these advantages are
SOMeWINII otniotts, Lauritzen
stated, the real value of the films
and cards lies in the ease with
which they can he used and the
hiti
euro’? they can ane
he astudteo v.a,ntx.x,e
snot
*chave
ds
time
through stacks of peritsiieals or
newspapers looking for SOille speeifie article or report.
"I encourage all those who may
have a need of this service to drop
by the Serials. INwurnents, and
Perhalwals section of the Libraev
and find out tor themselves just
how valuable this service really
is," lie said,

IMP"’

---’ttama111111111111111111
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Improved Surgery

1963 Medical Advances Cited

Atmospherium Cultures Are Blended
Demonstrates In Island of Trinidad
Quick Storms

By RI SSEL NIELSEN
flounced by the U.S. Public Health
United Press International
Service. Totaling $3.4 million, the
Storm
RENO, Nev. (UPI)
grants went to 18 state and seven
city-county health departments to clouds boiled across the sky and
aid in community immunization lightning etched a pattern through
programs for children under five
the heavens as thunder boomed
especially. The program was prothe rain poured down.
and
posed by President Kennedy in his
It was just like a mountain
last state of the union message.
- The American Cancer Society thunderstorm. But nobody was
announced at least 48,000 cancer drenched, there were no wet
patients will be saved this year streets or broken tree limbs.
who would have died if they had
This storm arose when someone
developed the disease about 25 pushed a button to start a fast years ago.
motion film projector in the UniRESEARCH
versity of Nevada’s unique new at-March-of-Dimes supported re- mospherium-planetarium. It spent
search at the University of Colo
- its fury on a 30-foot interior dome
redo led to the development of an so realistically that viewers below
accurate blood test to determine shivered and reached for raincoats.
both victims and symptom -free
FIRST IN VORLD
carriers of an inherited disease
called galactosemia. This is a
There are many planetariums,
chemical birth defect which causes but the atmospherium is billed as
mental retardation in babies when the only one in the world. It adds
they drink milk. Dr. Arthur Robin- to the usual study of the stars a
son perfected the test.
pictorial facility for studying the
New submarine surgery was sky. Through the use of timefound to help blue babies. The lapse minion pictures, visitors anti
American Heart As.sociation said students can witness a "quickie"
the new hope for the thousands reproduction of the day’s weather
of blue babies born nationwide in a dramatic display set to music,
each year may lie inside the sub- the sounds of thunder, lightning,
marine-like chambers where at wind and rain.
pressure simulates that
The facility is under the univer(mind at 80 to 90 feet below sea sity’s Desert Research Institute
level. In these high pressure cham- whose director, Dr. Wendell Mordy,
bers, the tissues of an oxygen began developing the atmospheriof four other leukemic children starved baby can be suffused with um idea in a basement workshop
showed that in each of the 12 oxygen long enough for surgeons 15 years ago. When the Max C.
families: one to three persons had to perform corrective surgery.
Fleischmann Foundation of Nevada
There was tentative identifi- offered a $480.000 grant and proleukemia antilexiips although they
were not found in all 57 non. eat ion if several viruses as causing posed construction of the planetarileukemic members of the families. ’miscarriage, stillbirths and birth um a few years ago, Mordy pushed
"We interpret these findings to I defects when mothers-to-be are in- for the inclusion of the atmosmean that exposure to leukemo; fected during pregnancy. The evi- pherium.
aenic ( leukemia -causing i viruses dence is preliminary.
FINEST EQI IPMENT
’’’ails to the formation of anti COLD WAR
idles in some and leukemia in
The year brought no miracle
The futuristic building, with its
solution for persons bothered by soaring and sweeping lines, houses
others." researchers said.
sniffles. Ditto for the fat of the the finest equipment including a
ROBOTS
Computers nosed int() the medisolar heating system. Mordy is
eal field more extensively during , The Biblical advice -starve it proud of the planetarium pot:lien
off
was
touted
by
some
doctors
the war. One, programmed to act
but he is enthusiastic about the alas an expert medical consultant, as a better way to lose weight, mospherium. Its secrets are a speunder
medical
supervision.
passed its test with flying colors,
dally built 35 millimeter camera
’rhe problem tackled by the; The old time remedy to bed and a converted projector. The
robot was diagnosing one of three ; two weeks or a fortnight-. still films are taken at the rate ’if one
t hyreid condition overactive, un- was being suggested as a most frame per second and ;ire projected
,1,!’;irt use, or normal
on the basis hopeful cure for the common cold. at the standard speed of "I framea
ol information supplied on indiThe most PPillar remedy’ See per second, A unique 55 ide-angle
a doctor and the cold’s cured in ,proje,.ti,,,
’.1,111:11 patients,
ni ,a,tingy,s,riOneatis,-.
ignore it, and
,..oes! thr image to fill till’ MO-degree
The machine rime up with the ’seven 11(t
same answer as the diagnosing away In
Mt,
11,3111 to an enlargement ol
268 h
1,11N stria’) iti
That I
;oo,yto
In tire"
was !Ili !wt. (iii
on target!
Nteird
says 111111, ,r11113.11 if,
viewers now are "rather standard’.
tither deelopment a or sigtuflhut his library is growing,
caner. during the Year:
TORNADDES NEXT
The average daily charge for
a hospital bed in the United States
"In time, viewers will las able to
I ICAG0 i ipj IAmo-i,.ns
increased by $1. The figure rOSP 3131 spending more tune than ever experience in capsule form the
.Ifroni 518.40 to $19.-111, f’harges sitting down, a study by a chair awPs"nle speetarle of hurricanes,
varied., depending on the area of ’manufacturer reports
tornarlows, dust storms and other
Ithe eountry. In Mississippi, the
By the time you reach 70 years we ii t her patterns," ho. S0
Ii.
charge is as S.10 WI;
Sail Fran- of age you will have spent
nom_
down, 37
"T
of amla,eity.a-11a11;,,,,,,,,,(1,:si,i,
rainhow,
t11,,f 71) years silting
11/11111V1.
F l
1111111.
11311.,1 10 31 for an earlier genet.en’’n’zint:
lu’llf"."’
I ’ow’.’ I
I
11.111Atp.n,
at
says Futorian Mantifacturf" it"’ I"
"I’
’11,.iill
I ho
-.ea and eNpere re e
101Co.

By PATRICIA McCORMACK !placed by a workable one from the public were tightened and the
NEW YORK tUP11- The bill of a donor especially from victims agency was gi% en more scientific
manpower with which to help
particulars on medical advances of fatal auto accidents.
The major gains in organ trans- evaluate claims of new drugs.
in 1963 includes:
UPSET MIRACLE CLAIMS
- Improved surgical techniques plant were with kidneys. Kidney
Amalie’: drug, long controversial,
for heart and blood pipeline de- transplants between identical
twins have been workable for the made news. The drug: krebiozen,
fects.
-Development of new chemical last 10 years. But transplants be- offered as a cancer cure.
During the year, an analysis of
bullets for the treatment of cer- tween persons genetically different. even though they might be the substance by researchers at
tain kinds of cancer.
-Widespread use of the Sabin related by birth, offered little the Food and Drug Administration
promise of success and were used ’FDA) turned up evidence that
polio virus vaccine, given orally.
the substance is creatine. an or-Availability of two new mea- as a last -chance gamble.
The odds seem to be getting dinary body chemical known to be
sles vaccines.
- The introduction of new anti- better. This has been largely of no use in cancer treatment.
The FDA called the evidence
biotics, enabling medicine to keep brought about through new methone step ahead of organisms which ods for suppressing the immuno- "unimpeachable."
On the drug front there was
develop resistance to super drugs. logical mechanism - the system
On the minus side, a reported which enables a human to battle progress. A new pain relieving
drug, pentazocine, was in the final
increase in venereal disease and invasive bacteria and viruses.
stages of clinical research.
lung cancer.
The work with kidneys offers
It is said to be as potent as
The credits and debits were cited a possible springboard to the
in a statement to United Press In- transplantation of other organs. morphine bio non-addicting.
CANCER TRAIL
ternational by Dr. Hugh H. Hus- There was no lasting success in
A new anti -leukemia drug, vinsey. director of scientific activities attempts to transplant liver and
for the American Medical Asso- lungs during the year. But there cristine, was introduced. Also developed was a technique for the
ciat
were indications that these, too,
synthesis of steroids. This could
effective
measinto
may
develop
ORGAN TRANSPLANTS
mean that hormone-like drugs
The most exciting medical story ures.
could be tailor-made to fit specific
During the year. too there was situations.
of the sear still is in the breakthrough stage. It concerns man’s a medical advance connected with
One of the hottest clues along
ability to provide spare parts for the tragic discovery that thalido- the cancer trail Was further evithe human body through organ mide was linked to severe birth I dence that the disease may be
defects.
transplant.
virus-linked.
In the wake of that discovery,
Science long has dreamed of the
A study of the families of eight
day when a kidney or liver or the Food and Drug Administration Niles, Ill., children ill with the
lung on the blink could be re- was reorganized, rules to protect disease in a three-year period and

On eanpusMJUm
(Author of Rally Rourul the Flag, Boyar
and "Bar, fool Boy Bdlz

1964: YEAR OF DECISION
Well sir. la re we go into 1901. alich o,w;:: ever, -,gn if I wing
quite a distinguished year. Ftr-t off, it t- the only year since
1954 which ends with the Figure 4. Of course, when it Conies
to Figure 4’s, 1964, though distinguished, can hardly compare
with 1444 which, most people agree, had not just one, not jo-t
two, but thee, Figure 4’s! This,
wager, is a record that sill
stand for at least a thousand years!
1444 was, incidentally, notable for many other Hanes. it
was, for example, the year in which the NCW York t(iaitt
A- ae
played the Philadelphia Athletic. itt it’’ World
,1 ’a 7-an l’ratiall know, ti’ ’ a York (iiatit- 1 ,
I ; v
adad(1,1., ,
vise. and th
111,1,311\
1,trla

,
,,
broad, 010a Jr la
for example, have never s’,
on the other hand, have nevi r el a

ViiiI11,1

of

A1/11111

1,1r1g,,

Americans Enjoy
Sedentary Living

\I

.7r

would .Y:Dtgiielp tvkieYoti Mid

pI111

-i

it,
; ...-1
There are, of etiorpe, certain difteulto
ristinicipa I .-hift of this laze. lair instaro,
yon 61fr, have tfi move Lake atirlagan. ’I l’i,
it -’’Ii 1 ’1 ’III
lase
no, great pnaderti, what with modern scientific
electronitis and the French cuff. But if you will look ,t
/nap, you will find Lake alichigat, attaehed to all c
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EASY WAY
This writer "discovered" Trinidad an easier way, flying (11/1611 in
an Argentine Airlines Comet jet
airliner non-stop from New Yin*
in less than five hours. We came
here as the guest of the Trinidad
and Tobago Tourist Board.
It doesn’t take long after clearing immigration and customs at
Piarco International Airport to liecome aware of the exoticism of
Trinidad. The drive to Port of
Spain winds through hills covenol
with sweet-smelling trees, flowers,
sub-tropical shrubs and plants.
\%le.
The aboriginal Indians
have virtually vanished
call((1
the island "the land of the humming bird." It is better known to
tourists as the land of the steel band. calypso :singer and limbo
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PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad
Rudyard Kipling could
(UPD
not have known about Trinidad
when he penned the poem which
begins "East is East. West is
West, and never the twain shall
meet ..."
The twain has met here.
On this Delaware-simal
just off the Coast it South A:1)(Tica are blended the cultures and
traditions of peoples from Europe,
America, Africa and Asia. As a
result, it has much to offer the
tourist seeking the unusual.
Columbus discovered the southernmost of the West Indies islands
on his third voyage to the New
World in 1498. lie named it "La
Trinidad" for the three hills oi erlooking the bay where his tiny
sailing ships put in for water.
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INSTITUTE GOALS
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area resident -college stu-

dents will travel as unofficial community ambassadors to Europe or
Latin America this summer.
The students selected live in one
of the three countries of their
choiee for twee and a half months.
A larialy
selected hy the Experiment in International Living orrmor.,,real in which the ,ludent
ii I.-’’ "just like anot her
Irr toying with the fees1111’. ’
. . ’,relent is asked to
his "family" does,
.ry
in
such mallet:, as
.1,1,1 chores and spending of
own money.
.5t ter the two and a half months,
ambassadors leave their adopt
home. and travel throughout
(.0tintry or in neighboring
irdries.

.

fo,ter
pay
ii..errintz the community’ ambits is the all -expense -paid tour
! one of the family’s members
anthassador group.
.;relieant must be of at least
1.orrieere standing, a native cal. of the United States, a junior
-a. or graduate student
’.- eiving within the great- r slat, Jr0e area during the year
alter his return. and have an ;tea-I-;nie average of B
or better.

1’pon the student’s return he
est accept the responsitrility of
,,xperiences with others
,eking
egagernents
..a.rous organizations and ser. clubs. Each community ant.
-:.aclor Will be required to do a
rein amount of background
oting helore he travels to the
rintry in whieh he will live.
1 1!
"Any interested
i..
olent should at least apply by
est puleire.ainere ea the bele serne-ter
it- ciii,t,ilp’ of February." Further
Wednestli*. Jan 15. and
not iroorrnation and applications may
. , le again until Fete. 10 with be obtained in Dr. Stanley’s office
,
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"When the snow
notral ill/I/lit. deep and crisp and even."
These lyrics from the carol, Good King "Wenceslas," will
soon desciibe the natural pageant of winter in more than onethird of the nation from Meddybemps, Maine, to Wickersham,
Wash., and on mountain summits as far south as Mt. Lemmon
in Tucson, Ariz.
Cold, white, fluffy on falling, snow takes many forms, is
many things to many people; a soft, white blanket in a Wisconsin meadow, pulpy slush in the streets of Chicago, maple.
syrup splattered beneath a sap tree in Vermont.
It’s hard pack against spinning car tires, a melting flake
on a forehead, a heavy load on steel shovel, a medium of joy
to happy, sledding children.
MYSTERY OR MAGNET
Snow is a mystei y or a magnet to most Californians.
Heavy snovis have already fallen in the Sierra Nevada,
closing four highiirly -passes. Runoff from this snow will fill
reservoirs and water glasses and help sustain life throughout
the state, yet some Canto:ohms have never been nearer to
snow than a view of a distant white-capped mountain top
Other Californians, including escapees hum snow -filled
tem in the East and Midwest who urge for a nostalgic 1411,11,
VOUS with the white joy of their ehildhoml, can’t resist the ear:
for sr clay’s play in the steak. Thousands of Californians (Irk,
200 miles or mt cre. to sl;i, Ilwow snowballs, toboggan, or buil,’
cinder-nosed snowmen.
VALLEY RESIDENTS
Ifundieds of Santa Clara Valley residents jammed Route 7.
with their cars last winter 11 hen snow fell in the Santa Cruz
mountains. 1)1*. Arnold E. ’11.111.. professor or meterology who
owns a L000-acre cattle ramh near La Honda, said that rancher’s in his area had trentlele cc it It "snow-tourists" who came
equipped with wire clippers to open fences for romps in open
snow-eovered pastures,
"The snow that falls on the Sierras usually forms 2,0003,000 miles out over the Pacific," Dr. True said in an intersiw.
AIR RISES
De said that warm, moist, air rises from the ocean surface,
expands, cools, and toms a cloud that eventually blows inland.
At the cloud’s top, ice crystals are formed hhich begin to precipitate. Depending on air temperature, the ice crystals may
melt. and fall as rain, or remain solid and fall as snow.
The meteorologist added that all rain at this latitude is
formed as snow.
The chances of an living Berlin, "White Christmas" ill
lose are almost non-existent. But yie do Moe the option .1
partially snowy holiday. Snow is less than 200 miles away.
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the sand 11.3; stink to thP bottom,

’kelt /linter!

,,Icetch pdok,
Hp!, )4Ill

[11.i.11

’puck subtracta ;:rease job in

hid
kind

hap: Or

lark 11

iIi I
likr...proproper 11%..r-li.n..rth.
:,iirtionett
tin It’s you .11111 lark Winler
all noise straight -on. slant -eyed.
I tirri-aloont-hcoluoks. lon and Jack
1k inter eairiie, $1111 campus stir.
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20 Special Degrees ’Study of bySun’s60 Behavior
Nations
Planned
Given in SJS Past

ell-19PARTAN DULY
F. et iv January 10. 1964

Three Dramas
Set for Sunday
Performance
\ \ I

Ant arct Ma, the driest region or
(Continued from Pure 18)
h. If tiny lilt’ exists on Mars, it
earl
in
vatory found repeated patterns
life on earth.
solar activities which suggest the is unlike
The will, ,it
forecasting lethal
possibility
droplo.,1 tir:lurl I
flares.
I al f’ I 11: I -cc ,[act of tire storm
’
Astronomers discovered strange (XIS
iodide on Aug. 24.
objects near the edge of the ob- with silver
Whether the abrupt change was
servable universe which an) like
caused by the seeding is not known
nothing ever seen before.
experiments
They are not big enough to be for eertain. Similar
galaxies, like the 1(X) billion -star will he made later.
A Norwegian explorer, Dr. Beige
milky way.
They are far too big to be single Ingstad, reprwted discovery in
stars If any previously known kind. Newfoundland 44 a Viking settleOne of them generates as emelt ment established 5(8) years before
Columbus sailed ti America
energy as 2.6(X) billion suns,
1492.
RESULTS
RE.%(’TOR
Results analyzed in 1963 i)t
inninission
The Aloino
Mariner 2’s 1962 flight past Venus
show that the bright planet’s SUr- put in operation a unique nuclear
face heat is about 800 degrees and reactor designed to generate elecits cloud cover an oily smog. Life tricity and at the smile time proon Venus? Highly unlikely, ac- duce more fuel than it consumes.
Perfection of this "breeder’.
cording to Mariner.
Scientists of the Carnegie Insti- technique’ would multiply reserves
tution of Washington devised a of atomic energy and hasten the
’,leans of 4racing evolution by com- (ay nt risenpnrs oar r
In 1963 the Air Force launched
paring inheritance materials of Wtwo satellites whose transmitters
ferent kinds of creatures.
Work to date shows genetic evi- and instruments were powered endence of man’s relationship not tirely by nuclear energy. This
only to mammals like the mouse hasn’t been done anywhere else as
far as is known.
but to fishes, too.
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LOOKING SHARP is Barbara
Van Derveer in her winning
coat. She placed first in the
junior division of state dressmaking competition in the
American Wool Council contest. Her prize is a trip to the
national finals in Albuquerque,
N.M. A I4-day Caribbean vacation is the grand prize.
_

’heroelf with
s ant in
’slat ilda
.1anzen.
it .;1.;.11, plilyS Aunt Charlotte. Other cast members are
Robert Franklin as Pivot 4a
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Prehistoric Freeze
Causes Permafrost
ANCHORAGE, Alaska (UPI)
Alaska was frozen thousands of
years ago and it still hasn’t thawed
out. In fact, it’s still frozen solid
1.500 feet under the surface in
some Placess
Some Texans claim if it thawed
out, it’d be smaller than the Lone
Star state. The big melt would
lop off a less’ chunks the size of
Texas counties, but there still
would be enrugh of it to make two
of Texas, ssith a Rhode Island left
over.
All that frozen ground - or
permafrost, as it’s called - is left
ever from prehistoric times when
vast glaciers covered most of North
America during the ice ages. The
sheets of ice receeded as the
weather got warmer, but it had
liecn there so long the ground was
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YOUNG AMU ACCOUNTS INVITED!
A Complete Use ef Natal* lidtmellnd Mama

Phonographs
Hl-fl Sete
Radios
Electrical Appliance.
Dinnenvare

Engagement Ring)
Wedding Ring*
Watches
Birthstone Rings
Costume Jewelry
I. D. Bracelets
Clocks
Cameras
Binoculars
Electric Shavers

Tape Recorders

No Money Down

A Moor To Pay

Silvanvara
Watch and JOVIIIIri
ROMfri

,II titirtion in
1 ::;titien t a s a ,I
SJS has confc: led onlY 29blot- 11:2
oracy degrees 111 its cemory-plos
existence, u search of the college
At the mamma,’ ernent exercises
rIll June 13. P37. it conferred
records has revealed.
In response to a request front three honorary B.A. degrees mid
the office of Chancelhir Glenn S one honorary 13.E. degree.
Receiving the B.A. degrees were
Dumke 4)1’ the California State
Colleges, the registrar’s oflice Mks Caroline H. Bailey, a mentdrew up a list of those who has.. tier of the library staff: Jan Kalas,
received such a degree from the ;1 1.111111(T member of the music
niculty. and George le Morgan,
college.
Of the 20 honorary degrees con- ,,tiperitilendent of the Tuolumne
I omity sehr’. ls,
ferred. 12 were bachelor’s. vi Ii
An honorary It. I-; degree was
were conferred between 1933 and
it Alira. IL Dougherty
1937. Eight master’s degrees IlaVe c.nferred
rd Maki:11111, a member ol the
been conferred since 1930. ’Net\ e
if Education.
er I he 20 recipients were graduates Stale Board
rittsiT M.AsIFIR’S
or former students :it the roue:,
The tIII hourriars master’s deFIRST IN 11533
gree 14.11: conferred Dee. 22, 1950.
Recipient of the first honorary ti hliss Viola Palmer. then the
B.A. degree given by the college rollers. 11.19.11:it. Carmen Dragon,
on June 11, 1933, was the late oreile.dr.) ’,tiler, composer and a
Sam H. Cohn, a member of the name]: S.IS st:,:lent, received an
class of 1892, for many years a leirea:u.s roaster rif music degree
staffer of the State Department June 18, 1954.
of Education.
In connectlim as jilt the college I
In 1934 William II. Langdon, an centennial in 1957, all honorary
appellate judge and also a teem - it ulster of lett it’s degree was conher of the class of 1892, receised ferred on Clyde Arbuckle, the San
an honorary BA, degree on Joni’ Jose city historian: and master
ot music degrees to Irene Dabs,
SCIENCE MOVED
OUR GALAXY
10.
Our galaxy is younger than once
Science moverl nearer the day
Three graduates of the college , an opera vincer and 1946 graduate
’of
the
college
and to former stu- thought. Instead of being 20 to 25 when inan may control his own
were similarly honored on ,111111’ 9,
11935: George Oisisrase, 1.19. a 1141- dent Stanley 11:,11ingsworth, now billion years old, it is a youthful 12 heredity Hope vsas held mit that
billion. Life is believed to have or- molecular hirrlogs may vlorso floss
’ oral judge: James E. Arldicof I, ’ist :1 member 44 thr. S.IS faculty.
TWO 11111.3: rEs
iginated three billion years ago on to prolong youth rind milli rancor.,
rind educator; and Thomas ItW
Tv, honorary M.A. degrees were the 4.6 billion-year-old earth.
thologists may have di, oaered
Leland, ’90, a physician and SOU
conferred Founders’ Day, May 5.
There is less water In the atmos- the boss meleeules which centre!
Francisco coroner.
195e, te I., D. Bohnett, chairman phere of Mars than in the air over cell differentiation and production.
BACHELOR DEGREES
of the voiles:, advisory board: and
William J. Cagney. ’91. a rural Ilerfrert I’. Jones, attorney and
school superintendent in Los An- former state senator, author of
geles County: Elmer L. Cave, ’90, this Jones Pill that reorganized
superintendent of schools in Val- Bar state system of higher educa!law and order league and S4’
((’ontinued from Page Iii)
lejo: and Joseph E. Hancock, ’94, tion in l’121.
rO,t ice on saloon owners and drugicanteen
Hutchinat
Leavenworth.
a retired Santa Clara Counts
Thi.
isseent honorary M.A.
. gists.
son
druggists
turn
in
liquor
persuperintendent of schools, received
is is pu\ en in 1960 to Gay Feb. 21 Scott City salrems
honorary B.A. degrees on June
’I Nol, in, a rnernher of the mits. Lawrence women help police
closed. Eureka convicts and fines
14, 19:16.
elas, it 19311. viii,, was then Gov- break confiscated bottles of beer.
saloon owners. Judge releirses I’tirThe college celebrated in 1937 ernor ,41 Wisconsin. lie is now Carrie Nation in the Topeka jail
and refuses to give 52,0(X) peace rie Nation in trial for smashing
the 75th anniversary of its estab- a U.S. Senator from that state.
Senate Saloon, ruling she had no
bond.
Feb. 19 Twenty masked farm- malice toward owners.
ers raid a saloon at Millwood. Mrs.
Carrie and her hatchet became
Hudson, wife of the bartender, is a symbol. though she smashed
killed. The Rev, J. D. Ritchey of , more bottles with a lead pipe.
Wichita says saloon is part of
Her cause grew.
American social system and should
By the time she died. June 1.,
be preserved.
1911, the prohibition cause M.:1’.;
Feb. 20 - - Atchison ministers, well rn it,
feiring, bloodshed, call a temis.4.By DIANA JOH
Seterierin Indian, Frontier Village ’once meeting, Chanute organize...,
s
h111.
-1111.119;t Of Indian
"331es.ed is he who has found .,
mice:dory
14.111CeS
his work . . ."
11111 the chams
Do you have a secret ambition to
’An odd r-’,
anythinc
be a rooster for one day? Can y,,,,
11,,m gene!
1:11\
spot a shoplifter at 20 paces"
litany s’ 0., want students
If so, the San Jose State Ill ,
to do the
M1t
ment Service may have a jol. to’ shopin ling, lit t to catch them,"
(Continued front rage 311)
you. Although most of the student she orripped.
(in the other hand, typical cient Greek sculpture was found
jobs are run-of-the-mill household
steady part time jobs run from in April, 1820, on the Greek island
handyman jobs. Mrs. Phyllis Headof Milo, by a peasant named Yortyping-sem:et a ri:t I
openings for
land has, handled some wierd ones v41)/111111 1,1 SfI’VIVe station attend- gos. The dazzled peasant for sonic
in her capacity as part time work ants and handNinrin jobs for the reason sold it simultaneously to
two different parties, French
supervisor and assistant to Dr. E. MCC
Count De Marcellus, buying in the
C. Clements, placement director.
name of the Marquis De RiViere,
SEASONAL JOBS
The recent holiday season reThe Placement Center tries to ambassador of France to Constansulted in almost half it dozen "Ismtinople, and Prince Morusi of Conings for stialent Santa Clauses. misrelate permanent part time
stantinople. The Frenchman arScholarly St. Nicks were hired by positions with the student’s marived at Milo first and convinced
;hopping centers, and stores and jor. Nlost of these correlated jobs
, the Greeks that he should lake the
for special Christmas Eve appear- are given to juniors and seniors.
UtIllerclassmen. Mrs. Ileadland t reasure.
ances.
The Louvre chief curator, Jean
What does a placement officer feels, are not far enough along in
Charbonneaux, vigorously denies
look for when hiring students t,, their majors for these openings.
legends that Venus lost her arms
portray Santa 7
Most, of the jobs are seasonal. when the French count and the
"He has to he a person who More men are hired in the spring Greeks tussled over the strittle on
takes to children, of course." Mrs for service station work because the dock at
Milo. The story that
lead land revealed. "He shoold a larger number of people are Venus was found with one arm
also be outgoing ... and large"
traveling at this time.
but it was snapped off by Louvre
Presently there are a number officials to match the other armUNUSUAL REQCESTS
"A couple of years ago," Mrs. of accounting jobs to do inCome less side also is a falsehood, the
curator says.
Headland recalls, "a man who W;1, las work.
;I light sleeper came to us with ,ii)
unusual request. Ile needed someLook For
one to put him back into bed
ee
Our Sign
nights when he might sleepwalk
Another (Kid case Mrs. Head
land remembers is a dent r’ la.
:iienist who needed a st
volunteer her mouth t
demonstration.s of teeth do,
A service station once hirer:
dents to dress tip as rooster :1 promotion gimmick, handin
Fresh Ground Meat Used
service cormons.
Exclusively
Frontier Village, local "iffl
ment wonderland" for chilli.
Holiday 150 Burgers
has hired student gunslingers be
its staff.

Carrie Wins Saloon War

Placement Office Seeks
Indian, Accountant
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They look south
double our low
prices! You’ll love
the firm, heovy
flat knit...the
unusually clever
detailing and trims.
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lined, jackets have
distinctive styling.
Matching or striped
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Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
at Newberry’s Cafeteria
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INDIAN NEEDED
"Right now," Mrs. Headland related, "I ant looking for a rea.
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